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Mackassey gets sack as head of Air Canada 
MONTREAL (CP)  - -  time to plot his future, "but The Air Canada board of time chairman" of the" seven-year contract as statement that the directors Mackasey %aid he hopes his The Tories protested 
Bryce Mackasey was fired there'll be one." directors, which met board." chairman of the airline, and. would not be elaborating on Liberal par~y ties will he loudly over Mackasey's la~ 
as the $90,-000-a-year After he heard Tuesday in a lengthy special The statement made no an Air Canada spokesman their decision, known as the reason for his of airline experience when 
chairman ef Air Canada Progressive Conservative sesslon to decide how to doal reference to Macknaey's said after issuing the Mackasey's replacement dismissal, the previous Ltberal 
Tuesday, but says his dis- cabinet ministers say top with Macknsay, issued a was also announced in Ot- "That doesn't stigmatize government appointed htm 
missal came as no surprise, government poets would be terse statement in the tawa by federal Transport me as an incompetent back to a seven-year term u 
The former Liberal filled by patronage, he said evening, announcing Pierre See story page 2 Minister Don Mazankowskl, and ruin my chances of chairman late last'year. 
cabinet minister said shortly in an interview, he knew his Tasehereau, a former . who attended theAir Canada future employment," he told But Mockasey told CBC he 
after his firing was made days at the top of the airline chairman of the airline, had directors' meeting, the CBC Radio program As had been a competent chair. 
official that he has not had were numbered, been named "interim, part- Earlier in the day, It Happem. man. 
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Beer & Pop Baffles 
4e38 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
. Open lOa.m..6p.m, dally except Sunday 
Frl. till 9 p.m. 
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RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
Seal Cove Rd,, Pr, Rupert 
634-5639 
WE BUY copper, brass, all metals,. 
batteries, ere. h l l  ug - We are 
~pen Men. through Sat., 8 a.m.-6 p.m~ 
'Mismanagement' blamed for rate hikes 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald 8taft Writer 
Former National Ski 
team member Mickey 
Johnson is calling for an 
Immediate inquiry into 
the financial operations 
.a t  K i t sumka lum 
mountain, saying there is 
no way the ski hill should the rates in the light of 
he operating in the red, the operational deficit 
and if they are it is due to last year of ~7,000", he. 
"gress mismanagement" said. " I  believe the 
"I  find it incredible the deficit was caused solely 
conclusion of the by gross 
management of the mismanagementand that 
Kitsumkalum Ski Hill is the area they should 
that they have no look to." 
alternative but to raise The Re.gi0nal District 
of lllUmat~Stikine heard jolt" to many skiers, who operates a local ski problems and expense to 10tsumkalum and thus 
arguments from a some of whom would no shop and is a ski in- patrolling, ticket selling, his conclusion that a 
Terrace ski coach, longer bw passes. The structor, the new T-bar and relieving lift public inquiry is needed. 
Qarenee Dennelly ; on Reg iona l  D is t r i c t  onthehlllisheingiocated operators," he pointed "If the ski hill ean't he 
the impraetibil ity of directors argued the in the wrong area. out. "There are two or q3erated in the red, then 
raising season passes to raise was necessary in "It goes below the level three better locations for the government should 
$165 for days and $215 for view of the large (37,000) of good snow conditions a T-bar." simply get out of the 
days andevening skiing, deficit incurred the and it will unnecessarily Johnson lmlnts to this business and let. free 
Donnelly said the benst of previous year. spread 'out  the lift as one example of the enterprise run it," he 
$100 would be a 'Ycal According to Johnson, fac i l i t i es ,  add ing  "mismanagement" at concluded. 
RATES •SAID COMPARABLE 
Ski h i l l  manager disputes, charge 
vP 
Gold rush  
i/~,: /~i! ~ .... - . :. 
View from top of Kitsumkalum Mt. 
Says terrain 
difficult here, 
costs higher 
..... ' " . By DON. SCHAFFER 
• . . . .  ~ i .  Hei'Md~aff'WHtea:. -" ' : 
: The controversy arising from the new shi-~ll rates 
at the Kiisumkalum Mountain facility is unnecessary, 
according to Jca Kenst, the ski-hill manager. 
"A lot of the people who are complaining about the 
new rates don't rcaily know what they're talking 
about," Knnst said. "Our rates here are comparable 
to any other facility in the province, maybe cheaper 
than most." 
There are several brand-new runs being installed at 
the facility, including a new beginner slope anda new 
intermediate slope, says Komt. New T-bars will be in 
operation when the facility opens, and there will be 
night skiing three nights a week. 
"That's not the only reason the rates are 
fising,"said Konst. "We've got to start putting away 
some money to replace our old equipment. A snow 
compactor costs $8o,o0o and you don't come up with 
that kind of money by lowering your rates..' 
The revamped facility will he open Thursday 
through Monday from 9:30 a.m. to 4 pan. this season, 
with night skiing Wednesday ,Thursday and Friday 
nights from 6pro. to 10 p.m. It will be open seven days 
a week during holiday periods like the Christmas 
holidays. If there is a demand for more then the 
manager says that he will expand the hours to ac- 
commudate it. 
'~rhe rates really haven't gone up all that much, 
when you consider all of the work we are doing here, 
and the difficult land ~is mountain is made of','Konst 
said. "The whole mountain is made up of a swamp, 
even the top has a swamp on it. The stumps on this 
mountain are bigger here than almost anywhere lse 
you can goin the province, the grades are rockier, and 
the groundls wetter. This isa tough place to run a ski 
hill, and yet people don't take that into consideration 
when they complain about a rise in the rates for the 
place. Those are all cost factors, ~,it. ,nest people don't 
think about that." 
The day passes are not lifttickets, they are area 
~ sses. You can use them on any of the lifts around e area ,not just the chairlift or the T-bar,"Konst 
• said. 
FOR RATES SEE 
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NEW YORK (AP) --' The recorOLT/6.25in London. But government anctlound off 
price of gold in Europe it settled back at the close. 750,.000 ounces of gold 
• soared by a record $20 an In Washington, the federal Tuekday. 
ounce Tuesday to a new 
world high of 11373 -- a mark 
that quickly fell when the K C, GETT ING 
precious metal closed at 1376 
onounoehouraiatorinNew OFFSHORE RIGHTS York. ~ . . . . . . .  
' " I t ' s  very l i t t le  today," ~OTTAWA (cr') --  pr/me mec tin~ with B.C/Pr~m~ 
Said George Perola, Minister Clark plans to offer BlllBemett~ . . . . . . . . .  
manager of the numismatic British Columbia same full A Progressive Con- 
• division at DeokPerera, a control over offshore servative lection eampalgo 
Manhattan coin and resources that he recently platform to give totalc~troi 
currency dealer. "The arranged with 'New- of offshore resource 
phones won't stop ringing." foundisnd and Nova Scotia. management and profits to 
The latest gold rush has A Clark aide said Tuesday provincial governments led 
seen the price of an ounce the offer is "a logical eg- this fall to agreements in 
soar more than $50 in the tension of long-standing principle between the 
past two weeks and $1W in Conservative party policy." federal government and 
the .past 12 months. Twelve Clark is to discuss the deal Newfoundland and Nova 
years ago, gold's old for $35 Saturday night in a private Scotia. 
an ounce, 
Experts attribute the 
to wo ,.ov,r . Most favor flatlon. Gold is a traditional 
refuge for investors worried 
that the currency they are 
the new plan or that their other in- vestments will suffer because of adverse conomic 
conditions. 
When gold ts booming, the for Terrace U.S. dollar usually slumps. 
But the U.S. currency 
slipped only slightly against 
foreign currencies abroad By ED YUDIN 
Tuesday and finished mo4tly 
higher inNew York after the Herald Staff Writer 
U.S. Federal Reserve an- While a number of concerns were expressed, the neunced late in the day an 
increase in the discount rate first draft of the Terrace Community Plan appeared to 
to 11 per cent from 10½ per meet with approval from most of the 45 local residents 
cent. attending Tuesday night's public meeting at the 
Meanwhile, the price of Terrace arena banquet room. 
gold in New York soared by Emmett McCann of Terrace says he's "very happy 
$24.25 an ounce, the mast with the plan," despite what he termed the "very 
ever, to the record ;376, and generalized" manner in which it was presented. 
the price of September gold "I was mainly hero for the agriculture nd of it," he 
futures on New York's said. "I was very happy with the proposal to keep the 
Commodity Exchange rose south Graham Street area ~'ee for agriculture, I agree 
I22.90 to $3e2 an ounce, with it." 
Gold closed in Zurich, Eu- Tom Knox, another citizen concerned with 
rope's largest bullion 
market, at t373.50 an ounce, preserving the good agricultural land said he was 
a $3o.5oJump from Monday's surprised by the plan and was pleased "at how much 
clese. In London, Europe's work they obviously put into it." 
other major market, gold The Terrace Community Plan was outlined in brief 
elssedat$372, up$18.50 from by planning committee member John 9 :Nairnay 
Monday. The audience then asked questions of the panel con- 
At one point during the sisting of planners McNairnay Norma Kirby and 
day, the price of gold hit a most members of Terrace Council, including Terrace 
Liberals vow to vote no on mortgage plan 
from the riding of Winnipeg- He said the party is Axworthy said. Parliament The propceai released by tgage. All homeowners 
Fort Garry. working out details of a opens Oct. 9. Cresbie Mouday would bring would receive the flat $250 
"It gives a privilege to one revised housing policy. The minority Conservative in over four years beginning property tax credit regard- 
group without giving But committee members government, with 135 seats, this year a tax credit of up to less of the amount of 
anything to another," added had agreed Tuesday that is sevonshort of the 142 seats $1,600 to offset mortgage property taxes paid. 
Lamoutsgne. three basle changes in the needed for a majority; But interest payments and 
Axworthy said the plan to current proposal would be they could survive with property taxes. The mortgaae tax credit 
give. tax credits to demanded as "absolutely support from the six Social The tax credit, essentially would be 25 per cent of mort- 
homeowners for mortgage essential" in return for Credit members, a reduction in federal in. gagelnterestpoymentsupto 
interest and property taxes, support in the Commons: The Liberals have 113 come tax payable, would not $5,000. A hofnenwnero paying 
unveiled Monday by Finance --Assistance for renters, seats and the New affect provincial income $5,000 in interest would 
Minister John Crsabin, bad particularly those with low D~mneratlc Party has 26 for taxes, receive the maximum tax 
made tenants "second class incomes. " a combined strength el 139. 
citizens" because it offered --Asslstanceforthonewith NDP finance critic Bob In 1979 the maximum credit -- 25 por cent of $5,500, 
(hem nothing, low incomes who have paid Rae, from the Toronto riding benefit would he $375. This or $1,250. A homeowner paying $3,000 in interest 
It also offered little to off their mortgages, el Breadvtew-Groemvned, would rise to $750 next year, would receive a tax credit of 
these homeowners, mostly --Addition of irinentlvea in said Monday hle party bad to $1,125 in 1981 and would hit 25 per cent of that ammount 
older Canadians and pen- the tax system to encourage not yet decided whether it the maximum level of $1,600 or $'/60. 
sloners, .who had already more energy conservation would vote against the in 1982. 
paid off their mortgages, by homeowners, proposal. The maximum lax credit Those who do not earn 
These people would ouly "We will see how they re- Social Credit leader for mortgage interest would enough to pay federal in- 
benefit from theproporty ax spend to these suggestions Fabian Roy has indicated he he $1,-250 and would vary come tax would not receive 
credit, oece we get into the House," favors the plan. with the size el the mor- the benefit. 
OTTAWA (CPI -- The 
Liberals wlllvote against he 
Conservatives' proposed 
homeowner  ass i s tance  plan 
unless the scheme is 
amended to give something 
to renters and lewlneome 
households, party housing 
critic Lloyd Axworthy said 
Tuesday. . 
Axworthy and former 
Liberal postmaster-general 
Gflles Lamontagne charged 
foIlowlng aday-long meeting 
el the party housing com- 
mittee that/he Conservative 
mortgage proposal had 
"divided the country." 
"It certainly has divided 
Canadians Into two classes 
for this tax benefit," said 
Axwerthy, newly-elaeted MP 
Mayor Dave Maroney. 
The questions ranged from sewer construction plans 
in the bench area to problems of dogs killing livestock. 
There were also questions concerning the proposed 
public transportation system and residential ex- 
pansion plans. One member of the audience, Lilly 
Nielsen wondered if the Thornhill amalgamation 
question wasn't neglected. 
"I was really concerned by the talk of 
amalgomaticd and boundary extension, Nielsen said. 
"I can't understand why this wasn't mentioned in the 
developemnt plan."she explained. 
Maroney appeared satisfied with the public's 
response to the first draft. Alderman Alan Soutar was 
disappointed by the small turnout, though he felt the 
comments made were "constructive." 
"What all this means is/hat we're on a constructive 
track, that the committee is plamdng the town as most 
people see it." he said. 
Terrace Alderman David Pease agreed with Soutar 
noting, "it appears most people are relatively content 
with the plan." 
McNaimay indicated there would be at least one 
more public meeting, probably held sometime arly 
next year. 
i 
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• ]:  :.GOOD RECORD : " N ; :WS .BR IEFS  
DC 9 aid f ti le be t " s s o n e  O S LONDON (AP) -  The guerrilla plan had been. 
find and prevent, Patriotic Front put forward noted. The delegation f the c0un. 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- twinJet McDonaell-Douglas 
Despite the highly.publicized airliners have proved widely 
incident inwhich part of.th~ popular with the airline 
tall fell off an Air Canada industry and are among the 
DC-9 'Jetliner over the most common aircraft in 
Atlantic, that aircraft type use. 
hes one of the best safety A study by the U.S. 
reeor~ in the skies, U.S. National Transportation 
@overnment statistics show. Safety Board between 1968 
Fimt flown in 1965, the and 1977 disclosed 43 ac- 
ctdenta involving DC:~s, in. No one was killed in Mort- the incident and Air Canada 
eluding II accidents Inwhich day's incident involving the said a second DC-9 was with- 
someone was killed. Air Canada plane which was drawn from service when 
With nearly 8.S ~hfllion enroute to Halifax from similar cracks were found. 
hours of flying logged in ~ Boston. The plane: lost its Constant pressure changes 
period by DC-gs, the bnara three-metre long tail cone and vibration can lead to 
translated its statistics to an but was able to land safely- metal fatigue and cracks, a 
accident rate of 0.50 per after returning to Bonton. problem which regular 
100,000hours. And0.11 fatal A "stress crack in a aircraft maintenance 
accidents per 100,000 hours, bulkheadis being blamed for programs are designed to 
Metal fatigue was first 
diagnosed as a major 
problem following accidents 
involving the British.built de 
Haviliand Comet in the 
1950s. ' 
Of the dozen aircraft ypes 
in general use in the U.S., 
only 'the Boeing 737 and 727 
had better accident rates 
than the DC-9 in the board Air Canada ups inspections study, and thaea were onlY i slightly better. The short-haul 737 had an 
accident rate of 0.44 per 
' ' 100,000 hours, with 0,04 fatal 
:~ MONTREAL  (CP) - -  Air 
Canada is Inspecting all 43 of 
its DC-9 Clam 33 aircraft in 
the wake of an accident in 
which a Jet lost its three. 
metre lm~ tail cone enroute 
to Halifax from Boston 
Munday. 
A flight out of Regina was 
eanceilnd Monday evening 
after a spot inspection 
revealed a crack in the toil 
i msembly of a second DC-9. 
(~reS  are being made to 
ulkhnad seals on both 
.: sircrsR. 
: 'the airline feels a stress 
wack in the rear presaare 
McDonnell Douglas, the 
makers of the aircraft, 
recommend x-rays of the 
rear pressure bulkheads 
after about every 4,-000 
hours of flying time. 
Helen Brisbols, of Mc- 
Donnell Douglas, said her 
company would have nothing 
to say until the investigation 
into the Baton incident is 
completed. 
The Regina Jet had been 
scheduled for an x-ray check 
soon, but the Boston aircraft 
had about 3,000 hours of 
bulkheads on all DC-9 Class the tail cone is supposed to hospital for a head injury "accidents. 
3~'s every 24 hours and cut he, We were all  praying;", and later releaed. Three of The 727, which is quite 
the time between x-rays in Passengerswere all using the 88 passengers were similar to the DC-9 in size 
half. their seat belts because the treated for minor lnJartce at and appearance, had an 
The Jet was over the nnamoking and bucl~le-up Logan airport's first aid almost identical accident 
• Atlantic, 11 minutes into a signs were still on. The station. rate of 0.4B per 100.000 hours, 
mid-day flight, when the '.emergency oxygen masks The accldentisisbeing i - with 0.05 fatals. 
pilot noticed the plane was dropped from their overheaa vestigated by McDonnell 
daproseurizing and turned . positions and passengers Douglas, the Canadian Board officials par-  
ttcularly noted that the three beck to Bmton. wene able to use them during transport department, and planes with the lowest an- 
the pilot's 90-second escent the U.S. National Tran- 
"Peop le  s tar ted  from 7,600 metres to 3,750 sportationSafetyBnard, cident rates are all medium- 
screaming. Food was flying me~ns, and short-haulcraft nd they 
around," said passenger ,'I ~ther he did a beautiful It is the second time this achieved these records 
Ellen John, 25, of Taunton, Job of landing," said Air year that McDonnell despite more takeoffs and 
Mass. Canada spokesman StayeR Douglas is investigating one landings than luther-range 
Another passenger, Betty Pisneabout the pilot, G, Gill of its models. It launched a planes. 
Martin, of Syracuse, N.Y. uf Toronto. study into the DC-10 after an 
said: "We heard a boom." 
flying time left before its 
• :: bulkhead may have caused next scheduled x-rsy. Flight attendant Yolanda American Airlines crash 
the incident during the flight The airline's engineers "Everyone turned around. Neneman, 27, of Eofield, near Chicago. killed 273 
:' fromBonton, have decided to check You could see a hole where N.S.,wastreatedinaBnston people May 25. ..:: 
i! Mackasey dumped by Tories 
~.. OTTAWA (CP) --  The time basis, taken," the announcement He would 0nly say he met financial settlement with 
the board and Mackasey and Mackasey. 
Mackasey earlier told 
~: Prosrosslve Conservative 
::: 'government has dumped 
~ Liberal Bryce Mackaney as 
~' M0,000-aynar chairman of 
":~ Air Canada. 
Tho word came Tuesday in 
a simple announcement 
~'om the office of Transport 
Minister Don Mazankowaki. 
It said Pierre Taschereau, 
former chairman, is 
tr~.lmlaCin 8' Mackasey as in- 
chairman on a part. 
There was no word on how 
the government overcame 
the fact that Mackasey had a 
seven-year ppointment. 
The replacement of 
Mackasey was effective 
Tuesday, the announcement 
said. 
The Air Canada board of 
directors, which met all day 
in Montreal, had been 
consulted and "unanimously 
concurred with the action 
said. 
Mazankowski met his 
cabinet colleagues Tuesday 
after talking with Mackasey, 
a minister in the former 
Liberal government of 
Pierre Trudeau, over dinner 
Monday and with the board 
of directors Tuesday mot- 
ning. 
He was asked about the 
fate of Mackasey as he went 
into the cabinet meeting. 
there would be an an- 
nouncement in due course, reporters in Montreal: "As 
Mazankowsk i  sa id  far as I~m concerped, I'm 
following a cabinet com- chairman of the boardwith a 
mittee meeting that the seven.year contract. If they 
government "wanted a wantmeoul, they're going to 
change in the chairmanship" have to find a way to do so." 
of Air Canada. . The transport minister 
"Things weren't runuing said he had a dinner meeting 
smoothly," he told reporters in Montreal ast night for a 
while refusing to disclose general discussion of Air 
specific details of any Canada's affairs. 
Mazankowsk i  met  
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Tuesday morning with the 
airline's board of directors. 
He said the Crown cor- 
porat ion 's  govern ing 
. legislation states mat any 
changes in the role of the 
chairmanship must be made 
,,in ~ consultation with the 
', boai'd of directors, 
Asked whether the beard 
bad recommended such a 
change, the minister said he 
bad not yet seen their report, 
Taschereau, 59, is former 
chairman of Canadian 
National Railways and of Air 
Canada. His appointment is 
seen as a holding action by 
the government. 
pressedanget' at MaCka:~y? 
appointment from the start, 
During the election cam- 
palgn, Prime Minister Clark 
cited it as a waste of 
government spending. 
Mazunkowski has said he 
is cousideHn8 making the 
presidency of the airline a 
part-time Job or else having 
the same person function as 
president and chairman of 
the beard, 
The president now is 
Claude Taylor. 
Over the years Mackasey 
held several Liberal pests, 
• He resigned as MP to run 
in.~tlle Quebec provincial 
election in November, 1976, 
/'i;!lAnd~hm he resig~d from 
he~Quebee housejlt~:'l~8 to 
~un unsuccesdull~y: in a 
federal byel~cfl6n/]~'e in 
Novem .bcr:~Sho~lY ~efter the 
dafeafh~egbt the Air Canada 
:i05~:: :~. ~"~" ~~:~'":".:"." 
WALKS 
A WAY 
MIAMI (AP) - -  Htlen 
Corbett brought home 
some catfish and dumped 
them in her slak. They 
looked much alike. 
But when she turned to 
get a knife, one catfish 
Jumped out and walked 
across the kitchen. 
" I  couldn't figure out 
what he was," Mrs. 
Corbett says. "The rest of 
the catfish were Just 
fluttering around in the 
water. But I saw this one 
just hop out of the sink 
and he walked about five 
or six steps over by the 
refrigerator," 
Mrs. Corbett finally 
it up and took it 
to the canal where 
she caught it. 
• Wildlife authorities say 
Mrs. Corbott isn't telling 
a fish story, Since recent 
heavy rain,~, authorities 
have received many calls 
from people unnerved by 
the sight of catfish 
creeping across their 
beckyarda. 
"After these heavy 
rainS, a lot have come out 
of the canals and become 
visible to ~e, '~!  sai( 
Frank Morelto; a biologisl 
with the state game am 
fresh water fish com-' 
mission. 
The catfish, he  said, 
have not presented any 
problems, but they have 
stirred curiosity. 
The walking catfish, 
native to Southeast Asia, 
is one of 23 exotic species 
of fish thriving in Florida 
waters, Morello said. The 
walkers can be found 
from Homestead, south of 
here, ~o Lakeiand, in 
central Florida. 
Oh cool and rainy 
nights, the fish, which can 
grow to 46 centimetres 
long, come out of "ponds 
and canals,"walking" by 
locking their pectoral fins 
into position. 
One gill has a special 
air bladder that enables 
the fish to stay out of the 
water as long as they are 
wet and cool. 
., :~:" DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF COURT OF REVISION 
:' 1919 MUNIC IPAL  ELECTION 
VOTERS LIST 
a plan Tuesday to replace 
the current Zimbabwe 
Rhodesia government with a 
new eight-man governing 
council on which the 
guerrillas would hold half 
the seats and effective 
control. 
Britain, the conference 
hosts, said simply that the 
try's first black prime 
minister, Bishop Abel 
Muzorewa, immediately 
protested that it did not come 
to London to discuss any- 
thing but a new constitution. 
The guerrilla plan came 
the seventh day of the 
conference. 
Bolshoi defectors happy 
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- 
Two members of the Bolshoi 
Ballet, hiding out Tuesday in 
Southern California, were 
very happy to have defected 
after the troupe's final 
performance in the West, a 
U.S. immigration official 
said. 
Principal dancer Leanid 
Knslov, 32, and his 25.ynsr- 
old wife, Vaientina, were 
granted asylum after 
eluding Soviet security 
agents following the troupe's 
final performance in Los 
Angeles Sunday night, i 
It was the second time in 
less than a month that a 
Bolshoi star defected. 
"For obvious reasuns at 
this time, they are in a safe 
place and will remain there 
without access to the 
public," said Omer Sowell. 
deputy district director of 
the immigration service. 
He said the dancers came 
to his office Monday night, 
accompanied • by U.S, 
government officials and 
friends. 
As small as you want 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- Only 
the size of the human hand 
will limit the miniaturization 
of electronic devices, says 
Dr. Hyong K.Kim of the 
University of Manitoba 
school of electrical 
enginecrinS. 
Kim says it makes ense to 
continue to reduce the size of 
calculators, televisions, tape 
recorders and other elec- 
ironic gadgets. ' 
"Not only do these ap- 
plisnees become smaller and 
easier to handle, they also 
combine more functions in 
lees space, particularly in 
calculators and digital 
watches, for example. And 
they become cheaper to buy, 
and also to operate, because 
their power equirements go
down," he says. 
Pakistan leader dead 
NEW DELHI (AP) --  official residence. 
Radio Pakistan says former Prime Minister Hafizutlah 
Afghan president Nur~ 
Mohammed Taraki died on 
Tuesday of gunshot wounds 
apparently suffered during 
the weekend coup that 
toppled him from power. 
Quoting reports from 
Kabul, the Afghan capital, 
Radio Pakistan said Taraki 
was wounded Friday at his 
Amin- . took .  over the 
presidency Sunday after 
Taraki's resignation, which 
said he was in ill health, was 
announced by the govern- 
ment radio. The next day 
Amin said in a broadcast 
speech that he had 
eliminated those opposed to 
hls government. 
Pulp,paper tonnes up 
MONTREAL  (CP) --  Pul ip 
and paper shipments will 
reach 20.4 million tonaos this 
year, one per cent higher 
thon last year's record 20.1 
million, says a forecast by 
the Canadian Pulp and 
Paper Association. 
The estimate released 
Tuesday is down from last 
Janeary's forecast of 20.6 
million tonnas, mainly 
terence the'indnstry has run 
at capacity this year. 
Newsprint shipments, 
Canada's most important 
paper product, will drop by 
two per cent to 8.8 million 
tonnes despite higher 
demand, Wilson said. 
Ninety per cent of 
Canada 's  newspr in t  
production is exported, 
hecause~of work st0p~B_s ~.~ostly;,~tO~the U,S. 
andUnscheduledci0sur~tgr .... And' "~ @rifle "the U,S. 
repairs, recession could he expected 
Aside from disruptions, to dampen demand, 
association economist David publishers are faced with 
Wilson told a news con- low inventories, 
Bob checks position 
AMMAN (Reuter) -- 
Canadian envoy Robert 
Stanfield met Tuesday with 
Crown Prince Hassan to 
review Jordan's position on 
Israeli occupation of Arab 
territories, 
Officials said Stanfield, 
who is on a gven-eauntry 
tour to study Canada's 
policies on the Middle East, 
heard Jordan's crown prince 
"expose Israel's settlement 
~ licies and its attempts to literate the cultural, his- 
toric and demographic 
character of Jerusalem." 
Prime Minister Clark h~s 
pledged to move the 
Canadian embassy from Tel 
Aviv to Jerusalem, which 
would entail a recognition of 
the Holy City as Israel's 
capital. 
Arab governments oppose 
the Canadian proposal. 
Stanfield's talks with 
Hasean also covered 
bilateral relations and 
means of strengthening 
economic and trade relations 
and boosting co-operation i
the field of scientific 
research. 
Earlier, the Canadian 
envoy inspected a refugee 
camp near Amman, talked 
to a number of refugee 
leaders and heard a report 
on living conditions. 
Just dropped from sky 
:~' ~; KLAMATH FALLS, Ore. kllometres northwest of 
- -  The crew of a DC-7 air KalmathFalls, H.D. Daily, a 
!;~; " tanker that crashed shortly National Transportation 
• The Court of Revision to hear complaints and to after taking off Friday from Safety Beard investigator 
"cqrrect or revise the 1979 List of Electors will sit In the Klamath Falls gave no in. from Seattle. said Monday. 
Making Music Council Chambers of the Terrace Municipal Building dicatlon by radio of any Daily said the. plane took 
Trade Offs at ten o~clock In the forenoon on Monday, October 1st, mechanical problems, a off at 8:40 p.m. and that a 
Write On 1979. federal investigator says. wristwatch found at the 
Inside Out " A copy of the 1979 List of Electors Is posted end Is The crash killed all 12 crash site bed stopped at, 
available for viewing at the Municipal Office, 3215 Eby people on the four.engine 8:47. 
Vegetable Street, Terrace, B.C., during regular office hours (8:30 plane owned by a Redmond He said tape recordings 
Soup a.m. to' 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday). firm and used in fighting from the tower at Kingsley 
Music Place The Court of Revision may (el correct the names of forest fires. Field at Klamath Falls gave 
About You the electors In any way wrongly stated therein; or (b) The plane apparently was no indication of any 
udd the names of electors omitted from the list; or (c) flying at full cruise speed mechanical trouble •after 
strike out the names of persons from the list who are and had not slowed for an takeoff, 
M for Music notentltledtovoteorwhoaredlsquallfledfrom voting; emergency landing when It All those killed worked for 
Wordsmlth or (d) correct any other manifest error therein; and crashed in a fiery explosion BuUerAircraft Co., owner of 
Word Shop (el add to the list of electors the name of any person on Surveyor Peak about 32 the plane. 
Breed & B'flles who was qualified to have his name entered on the list 
of electors on the 31st day of August, 1979, and, for this 
,,~ co ,  I purpose, an application for registration may be ac. Boxer  found ty 
Explorers Unltd. cepted If delivered to the Court of Revision at Its first guil 
VeOetsble I sifting. Soup All persons entitled to have'their name entered on TORONTO (CP) -- Nlcky Furlano was arrested Feb. 
the list should check to determine whether or not they Furlano, Canadian light- 20 after police stopped him 
Over have been omlfled or Incorrectly recorded, weight boxing champion, for going through a city 
Easy All complaints hould be addressed to the Municipal was found guilty Tuesday of intersection on a yellow 
Education Clerk, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C., and be In his assaulting police, light. 
Cont'd hands prior to the first sifting of the Court. Furiano, 21, who will be 
Further Information may be obtained by telephoning sentenced Oct. 10, won the Provincial court was told 
Sossma the Municipal Office at 5.15.6311. title Aug. 21 from Gaetsn the boxer refused to produce 
Street E.R. Hallsor Hart in Montreal, two days his driver's ilcence and a 
Cont'd Clerk.Administrator after he made his original scuffle took place when the 
Cont'd ~ court appearance, officer tried to arrest him. 
! 
:Dog fight ends in court 
A continuing dog fight 
~ waund up in Terrace 
, provincial court Tuesday 
and ended up with Judge 
"Darrell Collins ordering 
" me of the nelshb~s to 
i keep the peace or elm, 
,:and teillng the pair to 
/mlve the dilema of the 
fighting dogs through 
, Ohm' means than fighting 
themselves. 
Dale Praught testified 
that he feared for his 
safety and the safety o f  
his wife and children 
after receiving threats 
from his neighbor Dean 
Sturko. 
Pranght has been the 
victim of a series of 
dtstructive acts upon his 
property by dogs owned 
by Sturke, he told the 
court. 
On two occasions he 
has found Sturko's dogs 
aftor his chickens and has 
retaliated by shooting 
two of the animals that 
TECHNOL OG Y 
THE TOPIC 
Even with a vast investment of private and 
public dollars, technological solutions to toda. y's 
pressing problems, including the ener.t7 sn0r- 
tsge, are m'obablv a. decade or more away. 
1'hio otsorvetion o~Amernca's' currenzcasn ano 
crash" a~roach to problem solving by 
technology Is made by John G. Burke, professor 
of kistory at the Universi~, of California, Los 
Angeles. Professor Burke is the national 
coordinator of Courses by Newapeper's fall 
series "Connections: Technology and Change" 
that will begin appearing weekly in (The Daily 
Herald) beginning Friday, Sept.28. 
"Historically, technological inn~ation has 
taken a great deal of time to achieve, Professor 
Burke explains. "But Americans, who have 
grant faith in the pow~ of technology to solve 
problems, then to think technology can worx 
wonders in a harry" especially ff you throw a lot 
of money at a problem. 
Before such new technologies as synthetic 
fuels and fusion power can be used to case the 
current energy crunch, Burke says there are still 
"many .maj0r; problems' to be resdved. As a 
result, |[ miiy take until the 2tat century before 
their impact As felt, Burke. predicts. 
~i:;! '?.  • .:,~,, , ".. ; , 
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have been a menace, to 
him. 
Lloyd Wagner an 
employee of Praughts 
testified that on July 25 on 
Praught's fruntl~rch is 
family and Praught's 
family were involved in 
breaking up a fight 
between one of Sturko's 
dogs and Wagner's dog. 
Sturko then took his dog 
home and returned to the 
Praught's home, Wagner 
said and stated Sturko 
Crash 
victims 
found 
FORT NELSON, B.C. 
(CP) -- The bodies of two 
American men were found 
Tuesday with the wreckage 
of a Cessna 165 amphibian 
plane which had been 
missing since Sunday, 
Richard Mathes, 56, of 
Dover, N.H,, and Stephen 
Rhodes, $5, of Laconia, N.H., 
were killed when the plane 
crashed about 150 kilometrea 
southwest of this nor- 
thcastem BriUsh Columbia 
community, said Major 
Wayne Stuart of the Rescue 
Co-oridnation Centre in 
Victoria. 
Stuart said the men, who 
both had 25 years flying 
experience, must have been 
"somewhat of f  course". 
They were on a 2½honr flight 
from Watson Lake In the 
Yukon to Fort Nelson, but 
failed to arrive here aa 
scheduled. 
The wreckage was located 
Tuesday by a Twin Otter 
from Canadian Forces Base 
Edmonton. 
threatened him. 
Praught told Judge 
Colllns that on numerous 
occasions he has called 
the RCMP who have been 
unable to asslst.him with 
his situation. " " 
Sturko, in testifying, 
told the court his four 
dogs are always ehalned 
and never left un- 
supervised. 
Sturko also admitted 
his German shepherd dog 
is an aggressive animal 
INTO 
DEATH 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
A coroner's Inquest will 
be held In the death of a 
~l-year-eld Vancouver 
man who died of men- 
ingitis in Vancouver 
General Hospital only. 
hours after he was 
John Landry was I 
picked up. Sunday mor- I
ning when a police paddy I 
wagon driver saw hlm I 
lying down on a city 
street. I 
Police said he was ! 
taken to hoepltsl ha~d ~ 
released about an 
later when medical 
authorities determined be
was drunk and required 
no further medical at- 
tention. 
After being taken to 
city Jail he was examined 
by a doctor who 
recommended he be 
taken to St. Paul's 
Hospital. 
Photo by  Don S, . .h l f fer  
Crews are work ing on the hil l  now 
New ski-kill rates have been annou~ed by the 
Kltlmat-Stikine Regional dlslrict for the Klteumkelum 
" Mountain facility north of Terrace. 
.... The price for an adalt days-unly peas will go uP from 
last year's $130 to t165. A nights-rely adult pass will 
cost $100, while a day-night pass will cost $215. A 
student nighis-oniy and pass will cost $80, a days-only 
pass will cost $125, and a day-nl~ht pass will be $165. 
For children, anight pass will be $4~, aday pass $70 
and a day-night $100. For the first two adults per 
Ski hill rates set 
family the night pass will be $1~, a day peas $320, and 
a day-night $4~0. Each additional person per family 
will cost $30 for nights, $60 for days) and $75 for day- 
night, 
The maximum family rate ,.viii be $250 for nights, 
$150 for days and $575 for day.nlghts. 
Day passes will cost $9 for adults, end 15 for Juniors. 
Night passes will cost t7 for adults and $5 for Juniors. 
Special ow rates will be givm for those beginners 
taking group lessons. 
and dangerous. 
Judge Collins stated it 
was obvious a dispute 
between the neighbors 
was caused by the Sturko 
dolls, which would have 
to be handled through 
other avenues ~ the law. 
Collins concluded that 
Praught did have 
grounds for which to 
believe.his life was en- 
dsngered by Sturko's 
threats and placed Sturko 
on a 11500 peace bond for 
12 months. 
Air kill 
for wolves 
JUNEAU (AP) -- Alaska 
wildlife officials said 
Tuesday that aerial wolf kills 
will resume and might be 
expanded. 
Hunters are aUowed to 
shoot wolves from airplanes 
over a 35,000-square-tulle 
region between blt. 
MeKlnley National Park and 
the Yukon River. 
The prngram was set up 
early thls year to kill at least 
170 wolves to preserve a 
dwindll~ moose impulaton. 
Only about 45 wolves were 
killed before the program 
was halted In the sprl~ due 
to bad weather and a 
• lawsuit. 
Environmental and 
animal welfare groups In 
Washington, D.C., suc- 
ceasfully sought a court 
order benelng the wolf hunts 
on federal land. Although the 
order did not ben hunting on 
state land, so mush.snow had 
melted by the time the issue 
was resolved that he wolves 
could not be Indted; 
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MIKE'S AUOTiON SALE 
SAT, SEPT, 22 at I P.M. 
at the 
Smithers Airport 
FORESTRY HANGER 
Government surplus vehicles. Forestry DeparLmenl 
25 PICKUPS & CARS 
V2 ton pickups, ¥4 tons, I tons, 4 wheel drives, Suburbans, Broncos. 
I0 Outboard motors from 6 to 6S HP. 
1500 weft light plant 
King KS ignition scope analyzer with stand. 
8x12 single axle tilt box trailer 
I ton gear type chain hoist 
Steam cleaner, good working condition. . . 
Electrotester, complete equipment for 2 & 4 cycle engines. 
K.O. Lee Valve Scot. Remover & Replacer (new) 
A COMPLETE SERVICE STATION DISPERSAL 
Such Items as: wheel alignment equipment, wheel belancer, steam cleaner, 
electric welder, acetylene welder, fire machine, tire balancar, valve grinding 
equipment, air Impact wrenches, air hemmers, testing equipment, high pressure 
car wash pump, Ice cube machine, block Ice machine, deep freeze for Ice storage, 
pop machine, 4 complete tool chests with tools, office hJrniture, filing cehlnets, 
desks, typewriter, calculator, floor lacks and hundreds of miscellaneous tools and 
equipment. = 
For more Information contact: 
IIIKFS IUOTION LTD. ' 
R.R, 2 BURNS LAKE 
Phone 6044407 or 094-1301 
Condition of Sale: Cash or Approved Cheque 
All sales are final 
All Items sold as Is, whore Is. 
All  vehicles must be Inspected before removal. 
Holiday Inn announces: 
Weekend inVancouver 25% off. 
~;, ! ~'~:  ~ ~ ~, ,~ ~ : 
i " "  i ' " ' "  I 
"... and then 8tanley Park, the Grouse Mountain ride, 
Maritime Museum, some shopping in Gastown and dinner with Mildred. 
9 , " l ,  
So there won t be any tgae [or your dumb hockey game. 
i,D 
. .  . . . .  , . . .  
G 
( . ,  
: :~ . '  
Now, Holiday Inn offers 
a special weekend price for 
visitors to Vancouver- 25% 
of f the regular oom rate 
for a minimum weekend 
stay of two nights. Advance 
resetwations oftwenty-four 
hours are required and the 
Weekend Special package 
must be requested. 
For your special weekend 
away, come to Vancouve|: It~ 
a ~a'eat tit.x; m)w at a g,,a'eat 
price at all three Vancottver 
Holklay Inn hotels. 
Nmnber one in people pleasing 
Fo~ free, gqlaranle(,d I h)lidex~ rt'st'rvati-n service call (1-800-268-8811) or your neart~st lh)!iday Inn, 
Wet,Rend Sl)ocial vailal)lo from Sept. 15/78-.funs l ,/71) F~rldays. Satunlays ann Suntlays. 
Excludes Sl)(,('ial cv(,nk~, r,.q'OUl)S and (..nventlons. 
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EDITORIAL 
Kitimat's Mayor George Thom is to be 
commended for taking a strong stand on 
a ferry to his town, 
It is essential that there be better 
coastal transportation if the Pacific 
Northwest and the province is going to 
prosper. 
The sea is the traditional trade route 
for this part of the province but has been 
Ignored of late by the politicians. 
That there are already some facilities 
at Kitimaf makes Thorn's insistence that 
the provincial government put ferry 
service into that city only more 
reasonable. 
To service the expanding mining and 
industrial development of the northern 
area the government is spending 
millions of dollars fo upgrade the roads 
north of us, only to rely on already bus~, 
highways from the south and east. 
That additional ferry service from the 
south is a viable proposition is easy 
enough to determine, look at the booking 
for the solitary Queen of Prince Rupert. 
With sensible loading policies, ones 
that would allow trailers to be dropped 
on the ferry at one terminal and then 
picked up atthe other, the freight would 
also move in the winter when the road is 
more hazardous and the ferry not 
,.booked . . . . .  with tourists too. 
CONSUMER 
COMMENT 
II 
Before making a major purchase of goods or ser- 
vices , do you do your homework? Do you afford 
yourself the time to research your proposed purchase, 
and comparison shop for it? 
In today's large and complex marketplace where 
tim variety and choice in goods and services is im- 
manse, the wise consumer can't afford not to. 
As consumers, we have the right to choice, as well 
as the right to accurate information about he goods 
and services that we are choosing from. But in 
exercising our rights, we must also accept our 
responsibilities a consumers. We must be willing to 
seek out necessary information before we purchase, 
and use that information to shop comparatively. 
In determining what we want or need, consideration 
should first be given to such factors as bow much we 
are willing or can afford to spend, what quarantee or 
warranty assurances will be acceptable, and what 
features or added options are desirable. Then, some 
basic research is in order. 
Knowing something about the product or service 
you are buying is an invaluable form of protectien. It 
not only helps you to make an intelligent purchase, but 
can prevent your being taken advantage of by an 
tmserupulous operator. The public library is an ex- 
oellent source of this type ¢t prepurchuse information 
, whether what you require is c~ a general nature or is 
specific and detailed. Various government depart- 
taunts and agencies, at the mtmicipsi, provincial and 
K~deral evel, may also have useful publications 
available according to their areas ct concern. 
Other worthwhile sources of pre-purchase in- 
formation that should be considered are: the Con- 
tamers' Association of Canada, the Better Business 
Bureau, B.C. Hydro and in the Vancouver and Victoria 
areas, the Consumer Infotel telephone, tape library. 
Once you have equipped yourself with some 
knowledge about he product or service, you will want 
to compare brands and models, or companies. Ad- 
vet rising will tell you much about what is available bu 
to find out how a particular product compares with 
other such products, you can consult magazines and 
buying guides such as "Canadian Consumer" and 
"Consumer Reports." To find out if a company or firm 
effering a particular service is reputable, you can 
coutset your local Better Business Bureau. It is also 
usually worthwhile to listen to what your friends or 
relatives have to say about a product or sevice that 
they have had experience with. 
Finnlly, your research should include price in- 
formation. It is important to remember that the in- 
dividual retailers and businesses set their own prices, 
and so these may vary from one store or firm to the 
next. This information can be obtained from ad- 
ver tisements for both regular and special prices, from 
catalogues, if they are available, or by phoning or 
visiting the stores or businesses. 
When purchasing prcduds, it is often worthwhile to 
check for the availability of floor models or demon- 
aerators, or to consider buying second-hand or rebuilt 
goods. This will of course depend upon a brand or 
model of your choice being available in good conditon 
at a fair price, as well as upon your personal 
preferences in buying new, used or slightly used 
goods. 
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• PORKBARREL  CUTS 
Tiny Tory steps seen 
LONDON (CP) -- After 
little more than four months 
in office, the British 
government is.taking some 
positive -- if somewhat tiny 
-- steps to make good on one 
particular election promise. 
Like its Canadian counter. 
part, the new.broom Con- 
servative government is
pledged to cut public 
spending. The first to feel the 
steel hare is the muddled 
tangle c/quangos. 
DO not lonk for "qunngo" 
in the dictionary. You look 
for it in government 
departments. It stands for 
"quasi-autonomous non- 
governmental organ- 
izatlons" or, more simply, 
"Jobs for the boys." 
Some swell into private 
empires accountable to 
almost nobody. Others, 
equally unaccountable, cost 
relatively little. 
Environment Minister Mi- 
chael Heseltine in the first 
minister to announce his cuts 
and they are expected to 
By BRUCE LEVETT 
save the taxpayer &l.4 
million ($3.6 million) a year. 
Of the 119 quangos 
associated with Hesoitine's 
department, 57 will disap- 
pear completely and three 
will be fobbed off on the arts 
ministry. 
Axed are organizations 
ranging from the Location of 
Offices Bureau with a 
&400,000 ($1 mflliea) annual 
budget to the Committee to
Examine the Standards of 
Lawn Tennis in Great 
Britain, which spends vir- 
tually nothing. 
The Advisory Committee 
on Bird Sanctuaries in the 
Royal Parks has had it, 
along with its sister body, the 
Advisory Committee on 
Trees in Royal Parks. 
Swept aside also is the 
Advisory Committee on 
Hadrian's Wall. 
Few of these mini-lmreau- 
oracles are costing the 
government and taxpayers a 
great deal. 
Most of them are prestige 
"thank-you" posts for 
political party faithful. 
In fact, all hut &400,000 of 
Heseltine's announced 
saving is accounted for by 
two bodies feeling the axe -- 
the Location of Offices 
Bureau and the Centre for 
Environmental Studies. 
The bureau is a classic 
case of how some quangos 
survive. 
Sir Keith Joseph, now 
secretary of stats for in- 
dustry and regarded as..chief 
architect 'of the" spending 
cuts, was housing and local 
government minister in 1963. 
He set up the bureau, an- 
nouncing that here would be 
more green belt housing 
around London and that the 
bureau would concentrate on
moving offices and jobs out 
of the city. 
However, the Con- 
servative government lost 
an election and the incoming 
Labor administration- 
worried about the flight of 
jobs to the suburbs -- or- 
dered the bureau to reverse 
its field and work to bring 
jobs hack into the city. 
Now the Conservatives are 
hack and Sir Keith's main 
worry has switched from 
green belts to spending cuts. 
Anthony Prendergast, 
bureau, chairman, is 
disappointed. 
"We were offering a 
unique service, giving ad- 
vice on the development and 
use of office accommodation 
in all areas 'of the country~ 
' "We have a ' tremendous 
store of information built up 
over 16 years which will all 
now go to waste." 
In the meantime, 
Heseltine has set up tw new 
quangos, to look into 
development of the empty 
London and. Liverpool 
docklsnds. 
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Somedays ya just gotta horse around 
Photo by  Greg  Mlddlwto~ 
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OTTAWA 
OFFBEAT 
BY RICHARD JACKSON 
Ottawa,- Treasury Board President Sinclair Stevens 
may take some satisfaction from being slanged by the 
Public Service as "Sine ::. the ~: Slasher." 
But confidential Treasury Bmrd:.~oc~ents would 
mggest that in his undertaking tok~at'60,000 jobs out 
of the bloated 500,000-stroug Public Service over three 
years by attritien-a most modest ambition- he might 
better be called "Stevens the Patsy." 
For one thing, his is so vastly ou~umbered and 
outpowered by the burenucracy-whese mandarins. 
are known as the "implacable enemies" of the Con- 
servative cabinet- that he'll never make it. 
He just won't be able to beat the "system" that 
defied former Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau's 
publicly sworn determinatiou to break it. 
T~ bureaucrats have ruled jmt too long 
. r~  p0w=~ • n~#)~ ~ne~ n~n~ter. 
After u~ing the f0rced ~es]gnattc~ t former Bank"~f 
Canada Governor James Coyne, back in tim early 
1960's, to undermine and destroy the Diefenbaker 
government, they were given their, head-- and 
supreme power, by Prime Minister Pearson. 
Pierre Trudeau knew the situatioh and one of his 
first promises after taking power as Prime Minister 
was to retake 'control. 
The government, not the bureaucrats, will govern, 
he swore  at his first press conference. 
But ~.ejdidn't and they ~d . . . . .  
" ' sonb~ alor~g ~nie~ "s i~ the ~asher" and the 
bureaucrats are laughing and the Conservatives 
.crying. , 
At their first full post-election caucus just the other 
day, the big beef of the Tory backbenchers was that 
Joe Clark and the cabinet weren't laying so much as a 
finger on their "implacable memy,',the bureaucracy 
and its "s~tem," 
So Joe retired a deputy, finance minister, giving him 
a weB-paying temporary appdn~ent until he can 
profitable relocate, and "shuffled" a few other 
deputies between jobs. 
But essentially "the same old bunch" remains in 
control. 
It's not that "Sine the ~qesher" lacks the tools- a 
sharp ministerial knife as Treasury Board 
executioner-it's simply that the bureamracy has him 
baffled and beaten before he starts. 
Right around election time last Spring, a con- 
fidential memo written by Treasury Board Secretary 
Maurice LeClair-who since has made it into the CNR 
executive suite-suHaced along with some official 
revelations about bureaucratic abuses. 
The bureaucracy hates change and has been using 
the Public Service Clessifioatim systsm--promotlon 
and pay-to frustrate any tempering with the status 
quo, discloaed the documents. 
"In many instances, " Treasury Board in- 
vestigators wrote, "tim system has been used to 
fabricate organizational structures providing careers 
for employees or solve non-existent problems." 
It was classic "empire-building," the manufacture 
unnecessary jobs, and it ran high into the 
thousands. 
Not satisfied with this wasteful "Job creatlen, , 
bureaucrats further padded the payrolls by excessive 
promotim and overpay. 
Promote someone to a better job with more money 
and appoint a replacement. 
Neither the promotion, the pay increases nor the 
replacement were necessary, the Treasury Board 
sleuths determined-except to feed the system and 
fatten the payroll, increase the supposed importance 
of the department and the prestige of its bofflna. 
The Treasury Board investigators called it 
"classification creep," the process of "inventing 
jobs," grading uppesitiona and increasing levels of 
paY. 
It resulted, found Treasury Board, not only in ex- 
lravagant overstafflng and gross overpayment of 
employees. 
Them were such distortions of pay for the value of 
work performed that It became lmpousible,"reported 
Treasury Board, "to compare the public and private 
sector,_ on any work fur salary basis." 
~o Sine the Slasher" thinks he's going to lick the 
system by gently paring 60,000 from the public 
payroll? 
Little wonder the Tory backbenchers are asking 
. .what's going on and what's happened to that new 
Groom ~na~ass  thought they were electing to clean 
house. 
NA TI POLICEMAN , 
"Job stress cause'of tragedy 
for six weeks before re- pressure trein his family most of his spare time was nearly 2½ hours to make the he was first picked to take PORT SIMPSON, B.C. 
(CP) - -  Residents of this 
native Indian village .near 
Prince Rupert on the north 
.ceast say they think the 
~asure of having to lay 
wn the law to his friends, 
relatives and long-time ac- 
quafntances was getting to 
C~ntable Edward McKay, 
who shot to death his sister 
and her husband before 
killing himself. 
McKay had volunteered 
for an RCMP recruiting 
pro~am for native Indian 
constables. He had three 
months training in Regina 
and worked in Prince Rupert 
turning here as the Tnim- 
shlan Indian band's first 
police officer. 
"(McKay) laid down the 
law, and when that happens 
around here the rest of the 
people would play around 
and go against him," said a 
Port Simpson resident who 
did not want to he Identified. 
"He wesR't bitter against 
anybody.., and people liked 
h im. . ,  but it was when.ha 
laid down the law, it was 
then they played against 
him." 
An RCMP officer said he 
thought M.cKay was getting 
over his police work. 
McKay s wife left him and 
their newborn son shortly 
after he won his badge, l l is 
friends often became angry 
when he told them what o do 
and what not do, and said 
they didn't care for him as 
much after ht became a 
police officer. ' 
McKay, 35, spent a lot of. 
time aloue, staying up nights 
spent bqilding a new house 
on the Port Simpson reserve 
for his son and new common- 
law wife. 
on Sunday, McKay invited 
his sister Phyllis, her 
common-law husband Bill 
Alexcee-- both in their 50s -- 
and about four other friends 
to a party at his home. 
At ~:49 a.m. Monday, the 
RCMP detachment received in his one-man police office, 
ensuring that everything in a call telling them Phyllis 
the fishing and logging and Alexcoe bad been shot e 
community of about 1,000 death. 
people ran properly. . Police would not say who 
When he wesn R warking, made the call. It took police 
boat trip to McKay's home, 
where they found three 
bodies. 
McKay had died from a 
selfinfltcted wound which 
went through is Jaw and 
into his head. 
"It's a clear, cut case of 
murder-suicide, with McKay 
part in the special constable 
program found him to he 
stable, RCMP said. 
As a special constable he 
was suppmod to work only 
par t t ime,  de l iver ing  
wari'ants and enforcing 
traffic laws. 
Policing duties will be ban. 
pulling" the trigger," said died by the Prince Rupert 
Prince Rupert RCMP Staff-" RCMP detachment until a 
Sgt. Morris Nelson. replacement is trained, 
"There had been a party. Nelson said. 
You know how it goes. They "He was a very good. 
got into a bit of a squabble at member, one of the best 
the party." we've had," he said. "He 
An investigation into was highly respected by the 
McKay's background when rest of the force." 
Land ethic said crucial here 
EDMONTON (CP) -- The 
"land ethic" - -  or protection 
of the environment-- should 
play a central role in the 
development of the North's 
natural resources, the 
second international con- 
feronee on the human en. 
vironment in northern 
regions was told Tuesday. 
Gov. Lee Dreyfus of 
Wisconsin, chairman of a 
psnel on the role of govern- 
meat in mining, said his 
state is' determined not to 
,~ent the "boom or bust" 
cycles in resource 
development. 
Other  pane l i s ts ,  
representing the govern- 
ments of Vermont, quebec, 
Saskatchewan and the 
Northwest Territories, 
agreed that protection ofthe 
environment mat  not take 
the hack seat to economic 
development. 
John Parker, N.W.T. 
commissioner, said that 
although Jobs are 
desperately needed in the 
N.W.T., the government will 
• ? 
I 
FIVE SURVIVE 
PCA CRASH 
PORT McNEILL, B'.C. 
(CP) - -A t  least five 
parsons ux~i,ved when a 
twin-englne .Pacific 
Coastal Airl~es plane 
with nine ~s la l~oar .d  
crashed '~b'~d~y"; ~n i
northern Vancouver 
Island, a rescue co- 
o rd inat ion  cent re  
spokesman said. • 
The Britten Norman 
Islander aircraft was on a 
flight from Nanalmo, 
B.C. to Port Hardy, B.C. 
' when it crashed in dense 
• There was no word On 
the fate of other four 
persons aboard the plane. 
. T.he, spokesman said 
:~t~s~tm attempts" were 
being made by helicopter 
and grmmd crews were 
trying to reach the crash 
site by slashing their way 
through the woods, 
The first known aur- 
• river walked out of the 
bush and was transferred 
by boat to Port Me.NeW. 
contmues, 
to bite back 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The 
estracized treasurer of the 
British Columbia College of 
Dental Surgeons continued 
his attack on other members 
of the assoctatien'Tuesday 
by charging ~at , ,  the 
registrar hdd~a larm sy'~-" 
tera installed at his home -- 
and paid for by the college. 
Dr. Murray Bloom said in 
a news release that college 
registrar Dr. Roy Thor- 
dareon had the alarm.aysbem 
installed in his West Van- 
couver home March IS by 
Knills Alarm Systems. 
Bloom said the company 
bWed Therdarson $1,700 for 
the Job and the college paid 
for the installation. 
"I have a copy of the hi. 
,,.v.olce from the company.and 
th~ ~ ~nceued ch~no trcm 
the college paying for the 
work," said, Bloom. "I'm 
now asking that he registrar 
repay the college in the 
amount of $1,700." 
Bloom has been critical of 
the college's payments to 
elected officiais ince he took 
office in July. 
insist that developers 
respect he "land ethic" in' 
submitting their propoaais. 
All panelists said resource 
development must proceed 
in the world's northern 
regions. 
Dreyhm said forests once 
covered 30 million acres of 
Wiscmsln's total land area 
of 35 million acres but by the 
early 1930s the 
"inexhaustible" forests were 
virtually wiped out by the 
ruthless exploitation of the 
INFO 
"lumber barons." 
He said the closing of 
Wisconsin's last great .iron 
mine two decades ago led to 
the neardeath of m~ing 
tewas, lo. of oha 
vironmental hazards. 
The recent discovery of 
large copper and zinc 
deposits in northern 
Wisconsin "could signal a 
historic shift in the economic 
futures" of the region, but 
this time, Wisconsin will 
"avoid the boom and bust 
cycle that has characterized 
HEALTH 
DR. BOB YOUNG 
The violent , assaultive, look for the finer points. 
and agitated patient cannot Psychiatric conditions 
help by generate anxieties in such as severe anxiety, or 
those responsible for his or 
her care. Often it is the. 
emergency room. physician 
and his nursing and orderly 
staff that have to cope with 
this problem. All too 
frequently ~e patient who 
has lost control of his or her 
actions appears in the early 
morning hours when staff is 
minimal. 
Usuasily the episode has 
started, elsewhere, a~l it is 
01e.l~l[¢.e, tbat have brought 
the patient to the emergency 
department. The added 
manpower provided by the 
burly men in blue may be of 
• critical importance in 
subduing a violent person 
while sedation or other 
measures take effect. 
To the physician, the 
assaultive, 'wild', violently 
tanunc0operative patient is just 
other ca~,~, tobe diagnosed 
and treated'. ~'The patient is 
regarded as being ill, 
generally acutely so, and 
urgent action is required to 
the situation under 
control. The philosophy is 
the same as with a patient 
more sej-ious diseases such 
as schizophrenia or manic 
reactions frequently present 
with violent, uncontrolled 
behavior. These are called 
functional issnesses -the 
machinery is not working 
properly. 
Sometimes the brain is 
damaged by disease. 
Aggressive behavior in older 
people may be due to lack of 
bloQd to the brain or an 
inappropriate ' respease to 
medication. Brain tumors or 
head injuries may cause 
restlessness or other 
suspicious behavior pat- 
terns. 
In 1979 drug intoxication i~ 
by far the most frequent 
cause of this problem. I.~D, 
PSP, acid and most of the 
rest are capable of causing 
disorientation and sub- 
seqi~nt~ .,.~ violenL~,~ and 
~lve~ac. t ioh~i , :  •...~. 
Withdrawi from alcohol, 
barbiturates and other 
sedatives, and even from 
tranquilizers, may cause 
agitation and even violence. 
The physician will calm 
whose breathing or heart- the patient using drugs or 
beat has stopped-get a conversation, or (usually) 
handle on things and then both. 
KITIMAT COURT 
Youth is g ivena break 
Brad Philip Nychypcruk, 
17, was given a suspended 
sentence, 12 months 
lrObetion, and 150 hours of 
esmmunity..service w rk in 
Kitimat Provincial Court 
1~ursday. 
The charge of breaking 
md entering arose out of an 
keident June 25 when the 
Kildula Red and White Food 
Store, 19 Bahias, was broken 
into and soft drinks, potato 
chips, cigarettes and 
nmganiros stolen. 
Kitimat -RCMP ap- 
prehended three Juveniles 
md Nychyporuk at midnight 
in a park near the store 
rating chips and drinking 
soft ddnhe. 
Judge Darrall Collins said 
ha was suspending aeatance 
brealdng and entering 
haemme dufeece witnesses 
md probation officer Bruce 
Bannsrman had described 
Nyehypsruk's offence as 
"completely out  of. 
character." 
Collins told the accused, 
"evarything said about you 
b most positive except for 
serious offence." 
He painted out that the 
I~nalty for breaking into a 
d~alling place can be life 
imprisonment end the 
maximum penslty for other 
i/aces catered illegally is 14 
~ars . .  
"You cannot be the 
reeJplent of a 
dlseharge,"C ollins said. 
"Dtoehargns are not granted 
toallyone liable to a 14-year 
tO life sentmce." 
• "R tO incomprehensible to 
me," Cdlins said,. ".that four 
nng men of good cimracter 
break into someone 
des'a" place." 
• Collins said that at 17 
years of age Nychyporuk 
must he treated as an adult 
in the eyes of the law. 
He said the juvaniks in- 
mlved in the incident have 
no criminal' record but 
Nycl~,poruk will. 
"You are the one who will 
have to live down this f~]ish 
act." 
Collins said be was im- 
sing a lenient sentence so 
t public will realize" the 
nature of the offence." 
Collins said he had never 
imposed such a light sen- 
trace for breaking and on- 
feting before and warned 
Nyclvparak, not break faith 
with all who have supported 
you." 
Collins also ordered 
Nychyporak to pay a quarter 
the damages caused by 
rite break-in. 
The trial of Benjamin 
Stewart, charged with in- 
decent assault on a female 
penmn, has been set fur Dec. 
13 in Kltimat Provincial 
RCMP answered a call to 
Mount Eiizaheth Senior 
Secondary School March 23 
and were given a piece of 
burnt paper half an inch 
square, alleged to contain 
traces of marijuana. 
Thapaper wan analyzed by 
the crime detection 
Laborator.y in Vancouver 
and a report smt to Kitlmat 
RCMP. 
Constable W. R. P, ennie 
testified that he gave a copy 
of the am~ysls and notice of 
intention to produce the 
malysls as evidence to the 
. defendant's father, Donald 
Griffin, Sept 3. 
However, Rennie did not 
serve the accused with either 
document until Just before 
H~ appearance in court. 
Became d'th is ,  Collins 
refuee~ o accept in evidence 
either the certificate of 
analysis, or the 
sehaowedgment of service 
signed by the accused and 
his father. 
"Service on the father is 
mt good service," Collins 
mid. 
Court. He said that according to 
Stewart is also charged law no certificate may be 
with being in penseseim ofa ~wcived in evidence unless 
weapon for a purpose the defendanthesrccciveda 
dangerous to the pumtc 
peace. Charges arose from ~i~t y theand documentreas°nablewilln°ticehe 
an incident in Kitimat Sept.6. produced in court. 
A charge of peaseegion f Collins said service on the 
marijuana against Lance accused Just before court 
Griffin was dismissed by convened "is not reasonable 
Judge Darrai Collins in mtice." 
Kitimat Provincial Court. He ,mid he weald not 
speculate on what "the 
Oriffln was charge with father may have told his 
possession when Kitlmat son." 
"There is nothing in 
evidence to show me that 
this young man had 
reasonable notice or any 
mtice at aii,"Colllns said. 
Collins dismissed the 
charge~of possession stating 
the crbwn failed to make a 
In the case of John Roeha, 
originally set for trial Sept. 
13, Collins acceded to  a"~ ~. 
request form Crown Counsel': 
Jeff Arndt and ,agreed to ~ 
dsqualify himself;.... ; ,,. 
Rocha is ehargedlAvith 
,,,.eating a dlsturha~_ne e a t  ;' 
Mount Elizabeth Senior: 
Secmdary, March 16, ob- 
structing a peace officer 
resisting arrest and refusing .. 
to leave the premises of a 
public school when 
requested to do so by an 
authorized person. 
Arndt made the request 
because Collim presided at 
the trial and conviction of 
Germano Corrito who was 
also involved in the incident. 
Collins said that he 
generally secede to such a 
request from the dofeece to 
give the accused a chance to 
present a full defeace in the 
eyes of the public. 
"I do not feel the same 
applies in the ease of the 
Crown, Collins said. 
However, he agreed to 
clsqualify himself on the 
~'ounds that he had "ex- 
premed some views for- 
esfully" during the Corrito 
trial and "probably would 
ngain." 
Ronha's ta i l  has been set 
for Oct. 17 at 10 a.m. 
the development of 
resources in the past." 
Dreyfus said Wisconsin 
was the home of Aldo 
Leopold "who is widely 
regarded as the father of 
ecology." Leopold advocated 
the "land ethic" in 
development - - .  and this 
ethic will be emphasized in
future develepment projects. 
Brendan Whittaker, Vet'- 
mont's head of en- 
vironmental conservation, 
told delegates from Canada, 
the United States, Finland, 
• Japan, China and South 
Korea: 
"Future  generations will 
hold us accountable for bow 
we care for the land and in 
what condition we turn that 
land over to them." 
Saskatchewan En- 
vironment Minister Ted 
Boworman said his govern- 
ment believes that it must be 
an active participant in 
resource development to 
protect he public interest. 
Bowerman also gave an 
account of a provincial 
inquiry into uranium 
development in northern 
Saskatchewan beford ap- 
proval was given to the de. 
velopment. He said.  the 
government had to be 
satisfied that uranium 
development will bring 
economic benefits with rain- 
Imum social and en- 
virenmental impact. 
Jean Piette, legal affairs 
director of the quebec en- 
viromnent department, said 
his province has decided 
agaimt creating new towns 
in resource development 
became of bad experiences 
elsewhere. 
Leo Bernier, Ontario's 
northern affairs minister, 
said his province has had 
had experience with mining 
communities when mining 
companies pulled out after 
depleting resources. 
Gov. Arthur Link of North 
Dakota said a major part of 
his state's mining policy is to 
"avo id  uncontro l led  
development and expansion 
of unorganized boom towns 
which could not provide the 
services necessary to sup- 
v~irort a healthy living en- 
nment." 
He said North Dakota also 
has a policy of restoring 
mined land to 100 per cent of 
its original productivity 
"regardless of the coat." 
Link said that because 
North Dakota's economic 
mainstay is agriculture, the 
state has introduced a 
program providing in- 
centives to beginning far- 
mers, 
"We believe by main- 
taining the economic 
viability of small farms and 
the productivity of the land 
we can best make small 
communities an attractive 
e.~' '.'~...'. '";.'.; place to l l v .  ~- 
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REGIONAL 
DISTRICT BRIEFS 
Mnnciipel Affairs minister regional district has changed 
BillVanderZalmhns written the cost sharing 
the Regional District of arrangamentfor the Terrace 
Kitimat-Stikine board to let Public Cemetery. The old 
them know he'll be in standard where Terrace 
Terrace sometime this residents paid two thirds of 
winter. Vandsr Zalm has the cost and Thurnhili 
mid be's planning a tour of.  residents ene third has been 
all the regional districts in amended so every taxpayer 
the coming months, will pay the same mill rate. 
Also at Saturday's While the assessment will 
regional district board ~ary from year to year (as 
meeting, Les Watmough does the millrate) the actual 
brought up the subject of the change is not very 
lava beds about fifty miles significant. 
mrth of Terrace. He's Therewillbeanewllbrery 
concerned people going up referendum for Thornhill 
,"don'tknowwhat they're residents on Nov. 17. This 
~tfing into." The board tiem, the boundaries will be 
member said signs hould be rndmwn so the library users 
posted regarding the length will be the ones who vo~ 
d the walk and that proper The idea of redefining the 
festwearshould be worn. He referendum boundaries was 
imp, edthereshouldbemcre given the nod of approval at 
responsible advertising, last week's Terrace District 
In other business the Council meeting. 
/ / 
MOTOR HOTEL 
SAVE FIVE DOLLARS 
While Dining with a Friend 
MONDAY thru SATURDAY 
/ 
Select from Steak. 
Seafood. Prime Rib 
and many additional selections. 
Please present coupon 
before ordering 
One coupon per 
dining couple 
Excellent Service 
ReNrvatlone &184141 
Valid until Sept. 29 
Then relax and enioY 
WALLY  KHADIK IN  
In 
LOUNGE 
4620 LAKELSE AVE. TERRA( 
t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  
dally hzrald 
ll',l{l{ M I -kl  II~,l I I  
great sale ad in... 
A gal who just read a 
? 
WHAT IS THE FASTEST 
THING IN THI/AREA ? 
i \ '  1 
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U.S. banks rates to record 11 per cent 
WASHINGTON (AP) The 
U,S. Federal Reserve Board 
its bank lending rate 
to a record 11 per cenf 
Tuesday, continuing the 
trend toward higher interest 
rstce that are driving up 
borrowing costs for 
businesses and consumers, 
includin~ homeowners. 
The board, raised the 
discount rate from 10.5 per 
cent, which also was a 
record. It has been steadily 
Increasing interest rates 
since Paul Volcker took over 
as chairman last month. 
But the decision ame on 
i an almost unprecedented 4-3
vote onhthe eeven~memher 
board, reflecting con- 
the liberal members to the 
board's high.interest pol- 
icies. 
While the rise in interest 
rates is aimed at controlling 
Inflation by slowing growth 
of the money supply, it has 
raised fears among some 
lawmakers and economists 
that it will worsen the 
recession in the United 
States. 
The discount rate is the 
interest member hanks are 
charged when they borrow in port to discourage 
f~vm the Federal Reserve borrowing by member 
System. 5hardm, Indicating that the 
discount rate had become a
The board said in a 
statement hat its latest hargeln rate when compared 
increase, the second in Just to the ~ost of borrowing 
over a month, was intended elsewher#. 
It had increased the 
discount rate to,10.5 per cent 
on Aug. 16. That increase 
pushed up interest rates 
throughout the economy, 
including the prime lending 
rate of banks, now at a 
record 13'per cent in many 
places. 
Yolcker told Congress 
recently that there is no el- 
termtive to higher interest 
mt~ as long as inflation Is at 
it8 current high level. U.S. 
eonaum~ prices have been 
increasing at an annual rats 
of nearly 13 par cent. 
Despite the recent con- 
carted actions of the board to 
Ughten up credit; borrowing 
remains active and ~erb 
term Interest rates continue 
to rise, 
Crosbie says hikes not inevitable here 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Finance The former Liberal continues to flow in, with the prime rate in going to be rushing after rise in the Bank of Canada's the already troublesome •
Minister John Crcsbie said government as well as the But this week, the U.S. Canada. And there has been them," Crcsble told trend-setting bank rate Is inflation rate, currently 
Tuesday that a fu~her ise Progressive Conservatives prime rate -- the rate apeonlation it could move re~rtera as he entered a likely. It now stands at a running at an annual rate of 
in interest rates is not have moved in step with charged by banks for loans above that level in the U.S. meeting of theinner cabinet, record 12V4 per cent. " 8.4 per cent. 
inevitable despite a move changes in interest rates in to big borrowers with by the end of the week, There has been some A change in the central The central bank's moat 
towards even hilhar ates in the U.S, to keep them higher healthy credit ratings -- "American bank rates are speculation among financial bank rate is a signal to the recent increase in the bank 
siderable opposition among the U.S. here and ensure that money moved to 13 per cent, equal still going up but we're not analysts here that another chartered banks and other ratelees than two weeks ~ 
• • lenders to altar their interest -- the second since 
' rates, including the prime Conaervatlves took power in 
rate. June-  started a round of 
"It's always possible higher interest rates at the 
• " INE$$ D I R E C T O R Y  there's~omepeintatwhiChsay cb rtoredba~ka, ffectinga BUS . . ,+  have to no," rangeofcomumerlnaua. 
Croeble said Monday. "I'm Mortgage rates have 
• sure there's ome point at Jumped to 12% per cent from 
which the Bank of Canada is about 11¥4 per cent when the 
certainly going to say ~."  Conservatives took power. 
But where that point lies That Increase of 1½ per- 
Plumblng. Hsetlng-commerclel S rvicing I Yellowb. d Hay remained open t0 some centege points adds about 
Residential - Industrial - Specializing Gas Fitting speculation this week. ~)00 a year to the cost of a 
and Sheet Metal Shop , ~ Rowland Frazee ,  $40,000 mortgage. 
president of the Royal Bank Economic Development 
Ch " B 1 [ & Gra arhe e anger In of Canada, largest in Minister Robert de Cotret Canada, said Monday that told reporters there is a 
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD.  i . Complete Ilneof livestock feed and supplement higher Interest rates appear trend in world money 
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' I . Clean and utility gram ipevitab]e because of the markets toward higher in- higher ates in the U.S. terest rates "but I don't 
[ - Founts and feeders for all livestock Thehigher rates ere main- think they are inevitable." 
4436 LAKELSE AVENUE [ • Dry dog & cat food 
• Pet travelling cages made to measure tained in Canada to ensure "I'd prefer not to make a 
P.O. 6ox S34 ' PHONE 635.9319 I '. foreign capital flows in to forecast es to where they'll 
finance the country's huge go In the next few months," 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG4B5 0R635.9320 1 3315 Clark St. 635-3867 deflcit in trade and services, do Cotret said. 
Install & Service Gas, Wood & Gil Furancas / 
EASTSIDE 
GROCERY & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
443D Lakolso 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
Terrace Eleotronio Repairs Ltd. 
• SERVNiG TERRACE & KITIMAT 
. . . . .  -~ ........ ;~ . ,~N -~ .......... ~'~--A~T'HORI'ZE D .. . . . .  ' ...... 
SERVICE 
• ~I )  DEPOT 
~1~'~" Philips, N~agnavox, Zenith . 
Sanyo, Toshiba 
Mon..Sat. - -  9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Friday - -  9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
4425 Lskelu 635-4543 
FREE 
, bear loath , bear daws 
. wolf leolh , hoover Ioolh 
' ,  moosl mr door antlers Islnoleor ~,lrl 
Available at the front d.esk.o{; the 
TERUCE nOEL 
~.':~ 
STARIK)ARD 
TACK YACHTS 
~",: , SAN JUAN 
~-'~K~". 21' to 30' Sai lboats 
& Accessories 
635-3OOI 
Ken + Hansen 
I 
Iq CI TI  EP, lq 
JcLI, GI I'% 
CC-©P 
3Z24 Ka lum St reet ,Ter race  
Natural Foods- Books-- Local Crafts 
ANYONE CAN SHOP AT DELIGHTS... 
ONLY MEMBERS GET DISCOUNTS 
NO W OPEN 
ALEX'S BODY SHOP 
in the old McEwan's Shop 
(Across from the Skoonn Hotel) 
.~, d leo  JOHN BEER Sr  GRADING ,~  LANe CLEARIN()  
WITH STH WHEEL '~ BACKF ILL ING 1~" LEVEL ING 
TERRACE 
DAVE & ALLAN 
PHONE ANYT IME 
635.3505 
GLACIER 
L _ ,~- '~  4418 Legion Avenue 
• A . . . . .  .~o~,, Terrace, 6.C. 
S A Complete Glass and 
A luminum Service 
Ready MIx Concrete, Send, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
Rock, Patio Blocks, ConcretB Gravel, Bags of Cement, 
,A Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE 635-3936 
F. J .H. REAOY MiX 
Construction Ltd. 
Plant Off Krumm Road 
Thornhlll 
- JgSL D ., 
Wayside Gr0ceries 
4711-G Keith Ave. 
' ' i t • • ~ • s o . r  f r iend ly  ~on~,nn~n(~ ~tor 
Weekdays 
Weekends 
G 
R 
0 
C 
E 
R 
Y 
HOURS: 
7:30 am - 12:30 am 
10:00 am - 11:00 pm 
HOW OPEN 
B&G 
2701 South Kalum St. 
635-6180 
L 
A 
U 
l 
D 
l 
0 
M 
A 
T. 
[%I J  
The deficit is expected to hit 
a record $7 billion this year, 
up from from ;5.3 billion a 
year ago. 
Without that fl0w of money 
into Canada, the value of the 
i 
v 
i': + 
xl 
f J  
HORTHWEST PIPE 
AMD EQUIPMENT LTD, 
PIPE, PLUMBING SUPPLIES, PUMPS, 
HOSES, NUTS AND BOLTS, FENCING, 
WATER SOFTENERS-- ANDMORE-- 
5239 Keith Avenue - Ne+~ 8c H~o 
635-7158 
BILL IARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
.,.......,...........%~.......u............-.'.'.'.u%%'.'.:..'.:.:.'.'.:.:.:. 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR  ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS.  
3213 KALUM STREET 
TERRACE. B.C. PHONE 635-2473 
i 
~,d ' ,  l 
: ! i  ~ .'.'.,". , 7 . , 
. , IdO '  "1,%2 1".'., 
tl.i', '+ , '>I t :+ +L"' '1, ; 
r~  iO i~ . .  :,.i .'~ . 
He said the danger of not 
keeping rates In Canada 
above those in the U.S. is an 
outflow of caidtel and a 
decline in the dollar, which 
adds to fidlation. 
dollar would drop further. ,'yon have to lonk at it on a 
That raises the price of nase-by-eaasbanis," 
Imported goods and adds to  ' Higher interest rates hive 
a slowing affect on the 
~1~ :~d cmmumere 
tend to borrow less mr 
pureheses. 
• Blair Jackson, executive 
vicepresldent of the 
Canadian Real Estate 
Backer Milk Co. Ltd.. Association, said the 
three months ended July 31: government may have little 
1979, $1,-324,378, 7S cents a choice but to raise th6 hank 
share; 1978, $890,870, 51 
cents. 
Harding Carpets Ltd., nine 
months ended July 31: 1979, 
$1,.518,524, loss, no. share 
figures; 1978, $1~430,650, loss. 
Inventronics Ltd., year 
ended May 31: 1979, $151,0~6, I 
11 cents a share; 1978, 
$62,634, four cents. 
D°'-'-AR [ 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  U,S, 
dollar in terms of Canadian 
funds at 3:30 p,m. EDT 
Tuesday was up 7-100 at 
$1,1646. Pound sterling was 
down 39-50 at $2,5016. 
In New York, the Canadian 
dollar was down 1-20 at 
~,8587 and pound sterling 
was down 4-5 at ~,1480. 
rate again if interest rates 
move higher in the U,S, 
Jackson said the s0pply of 
mortgage money iJ not as 
abundant as It has been in 
the last 'year, ~habllng 
mortgage lenders to raise 
rates more rapidly during 
the last few months, It was 
an oversupply ofmoney that 
kept mortgage-rate in- 
creases to a minimum in 
spite of increases in other 
rates in the last year. 
"Any further hank rate in- 
creases will be further trans. 
lated into higher rear- 
,ages,". he said, 
He said mortgage rates 
could hlt 13½ to 14 per cent 
• by the end of the year. But ha 
doubted they would remain 
there for long. 
In the meantime, he said, 
anyone taking out a mor- 
tpge should consider paying 
an extra one-quarter o one- 
half peree2'age point to get 
one with a term of only one 
or two years. 
~ ' ~  
I1 
636-6686 
VAN'S OOHTRAOTIN6 
Furniture Repair 
~.Jesl0rati0n, Hope Chests 
custom Made F0rnitoro, liefitishin| 
]~i.~|ii~a, 6,,,dill C00tractJll 
Terraoe 
MUSIC FOR ALL  OCCASIONS 
Wayne 635.S614 
Days 6354235 
i 
ERNIE  63.5-4383 
C & H Industrial Cleaning 
Ltd. 
"WE TRAVEL - -  YOUR HOURS" 
Steam Cleaning and Pressure Washing 
P i~e 638-1634 or 63S-3S45 
4513 Groig 635-2326 
i_ l  
Cal l  us  a t  635 ,6357 • 9 to  5 
t 
STOCKS 
TORONTO (CP) -- The 
Toronto stock market was 
sharply lower at the close of 
active trading Tuesday. 
The TSE 300 index dropped 
9.85 to 1,719.06. 
The market followed a 
similar etcep decline at New 
York as gold set record 
prices in the world markets. 
Volume was 8.83 million 
compared with 7.9 million 
Monday. 
Among indust r i s l s ,  
Falconbridge Nickel A fell 
2¥4 to $66%, B.C. Packers B 2 
to 1;60. NuWest Development 
A 1½ to $32. Murphy Oil 11/, 
to $~9|/4 and Westceut Pete 
1¥4 to ~18, 
BOw Valley Industries rose 
was up .05 at 11.35 and 
Grouse Mountain was down 
.Ol at .78, 
On the resource and • , . . . . .  • . . . . .  : 
to $17~/4, Electro-Knit 
Fabrics 30 cents to 60 cents 
and Scott LaSalle 17 cents to 
$1.90. 
Mcintyre Mines dropped 
2½ to t57V,. Deolson % to 
$31% and Combined Metal 
two cents 45 cents. United 
Keno Hill Mines pined S to 
23¥4 and Sigma Mines 
Quebec 2to S32½. 
Mounta in  S ta tes  
Resources declined 1½ to 
$11, Canada Northwest Land 
% to $15 and Czar Resources 
% to $14¥4. Canadian 
Homestead Oils IV/. tp m~k 
and Calvert Gas ind Oil 
seven cents to 8,5 c~.nts, 
development board, Delta 
Petroleum was down ,~0 at 
$4,50 on 189,000 shares and 
Action Resource Warrants 
was up .0e at ,43 on 140,150. 
Action Resources was up .0S 
at S2.~ on 111,200 shares and 
No~J1air Mines was up ,40 at 
$4.75 on 95,500. Mush} Ex- 
plerations was up .06 at 11.75 
and Iona Silver Mines was up 
.13 at $1,72. 
On the curb exchange, 
West Trend Resource 
Warrants was unchanged at
.80 on 82,500 shares and 
Orlana Development was up 
.04 at ,39 on 77,500, West 
Trend Resources was up ,05 
at $1.85 on 75,100 shares'and 
Cannon Resources was up ,0e 
at .35 on 66,000, Burlington 
Gold was down .0Q at .73 and 
Premier Resources was 
down .04 at .Is, 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Prices were down in heavy 
trading Tuesday on the 
Vancouver Stock Exchange.. 
Volume at close was 
6,313,293 shares. 
Of shares traded, 136 ad- 
vanced, 177 declined and 144 
were unchanged. 
In the induatrisls, B.C. Re. 
sources Investment Corp. 
was down .45 at ~½ on 
350,400 shares and Canadian 
Imperial Bank of Commerce 
was unchanged at $36½ on 
8,900. Great National Land 
was up .10 at $1.40 on 9,500 
shares and Adera Financial 
• Corp. was unchanged at .85 
on S,000. Renn Industries 
21/, to $43, Dominion Bridge 
I% to $41, Inter-City Gas 1½ 
d 
"i'F, i l  R.~( :i.;-h, IT I  ~1%'1' 
% 
daily., hlirald 
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.48 YANKEE 
Reggie's days numbered 
NEW YORK (AP) --  "George wouldn't let me because Cat and I have been brenaer's statement, 
Reggie Jackson's runrdng present it on the field," together I0 years.,," "There weresomanygifis 
feud with owner George Jackson told the. New York Steinbreaner did deny that to be presented and such 
Steinbrenner of New York Daily News. "I don't know he had nixed Rnggie's llttle time we had no way to 
Yankees intens i f ied why. I am not trying to be speetal act. squeeze It in because of the 
Tuesday, and manager Billy different. I am giving it Morabito confirmed Stein- tight time schedule," 
Martin was reported to Isave 
insisted that he volatile, ~.9 
mllllonauperstarbotraded. Orioles sing victory • in Cleveland, where the 
Yankees played the Indians 
in a night game, Martin 
anknowledgud' that he had BALTIMORE tAP) -- and pitcher Mike Flanagan 'during the winter. He's has 
talkedwithgeneral manager Baltimore Orloles no longer have been the steadiest been at bat 148 times in the 
Cedrlc Tallis about pebble have their own uniformed performers, Singleton has a major leagues, 
trades-- "not ;Just Jsckecn" clubhouse wine steward, as career high 35 homers ~d Left.handed railever Tlppy 
--  but denied he had they did when they were II0 runs batted in, w~e Martlnez, who pasted a 9-2 
specifically put the finger on perennial pennant winners, hitting ,303; Flanagan has a record and three saves and 
Reggie. but the ehampogne is ready 22-7 record with a 3,19 ear- Don Sta~ouze, with 7-3 and 
"I Imvesaidthatl get tired for a 1979 celebration, nedrun average. 19 saves, have also helped 
With three games But there's been help from the team. 
many sources, including the of picking up the paper every day and seeing a headline remaining, the Orioles have But a major factor in the 
about this player saying 48 bottles of the bubbly on bench which constitutes playoffs could be Palmer, 
something about hat player hand. . ~ what manager Earl Weaver the tAres-time Cy Young 
or the owner," Martin said. It's been five years since calls his "deep depth." Award winner who got 25 
• "It's not the Yankee way. Sultimorewon the American First baseman Eddie League East baseball chain- Murray, in his third major victories or more in eight of the last nine years, It's disruptive. I don't like piouship, But for a team that 
It," 
Steinbrenner, meanwhile, " won 97 and 90 games the last 
met inNew Yorkwith Tallla. two seasons, the Orioles 
league season, has ~ homers 
and 95 RBI; outfielder Gary Despite a 9.6 record, 
Rserdcke has 25 homers, Palmer has pitched well 
i , _ , ~ Afterward, Steinbrenner were generally overlooked designated hitter Lee May sincaeomingoffthedlsabled 
said he did not want'to get last spring, has 18, and third baseman list. Should he remain 
personally involved In the Most observers felt that Doug DeCinces. 14, healthy, the 3$.year-old Herren got surprise latest controversywh|eh the defending world TheOrinlea, whohadheen Hght.handerlikelywlllstart • grew out the Catfish Hunter champion New York looking for an experienced theflretgumeoftheplayoffs 
• Day at Yankee Stadium on YankeesandBoaionRedSox' utfielder, got Roanlcke at home on Oct, 3. 
Sunday. Tailis was equally would battle for the rifle, 
MONTREAL (CP) -- seasons, reported to camp in islong--lt'slikeapltcherin relieves any pressure from cloee-mouthed., withconsideredMilwaukeethe darkhors Br wers 
Goaltender Denis Herron excellent shape, baseball." ' him. However, aYankee source contet~der. 
'was surprised when he was The 6-10, 185.pcund One thing he has learned is "Don't forget we have a lot said Martin twice had AlthenghJimPalmor, ne 
acquired by Montreal Larocque, also 27, went on a thatthe Canadlens know how of good cantres. Dung Jarvls stormed into Tallis' office in of the best players on the 
Caeadiens frons Pittsburgh strict diet during the sum- to play defenca and their and Doug Risebrongn are recent days and requested team, has missed at least 14 
Penguins In a National meraspartofhlaptantonail forwardabackcheck, pretty set with lines, but that some provlalon he made games because of various IFYOU 
Hockey League trade late down the No. I Ich. 'Tm the kind of guy who players llke Pierre for trading Jackson. Billy physical problems, the 
gives up a lot of rebounds Lerouche, ReJean Houle and reportedly cited perils to Orioles have the best record. OBTAINED 
last month. "Right now, I don't knew and I can get into trouble if myself have been moved team morale, in the major leagues. 
And he remains ln a sta.te how many games I'll get to my defeneemen aren't here around so maybe It comes Jackson, frequently at The hitting has been A HEARING Al l}  
of soml.dishellef today as ne play because a lot of things to clear the puck. That's one down to us, odds with both Martin and timely and Baltimore's total 
battles veteran Michel could happen," said problem I had In Pitt- "Rightnow, henauseofhls Stelnbrenner, rcllShted old of l68 home runs is l l  short of THROUGHTHE W.C.B . . . .  
Laroeque fli~ the No. 1. Laremue. "I would like to sburgh." experience and style, I'd say fires with the assertion that the club record set in 1970 • 
netmlnder's lob at the play about 60." d fending,,-. Stanley uup . While the Laroeque- Relean is the man to watch, he was denied the privilege when the lineup included Flepresentatives of the Workers' Compen.~ation 
champlon;s..,,pre,se,~son Herren, who played 56 Herronbattieappearaclenr, HIS defensive play ia very Sunday of presenting a Frank Robinson, Boog Board Hearing Branch will be at the W.C.B. 
trailflng camp, ~ .~. . games for Pittsburgh last there's another skirmish much like Jacques. He has special gift to his longtime Powell and Brooks Robin- Area Office, 3227 Kalum Street, Terrace on 
. , ,,.~.,~?".L....', ..... ~,.aaon, would like to see the going on between at least heen around a long time and team-mate and friend, son. 
~, It.'a s t~.,,~,<'~b~ll~ve{ gnalten.dl.ng .ehe.r~ split on three players to determine a on that line bo could ecore 30 pitcher Hunter, who has Contributing to the early Thursday,, September27, 1979 from 
i mnere, k~a'~K~.-2,~r-t anequat oasis ~rmg the 60- replacement for veteran goals." . . . . .  announced retirement a  the success, was a penchant for 9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon and h00 p.m.-2:30 p.m. 
old native of' iiearby game schedule, centre Jacques Lemaire, Mondou concedes mat ne end of the season, comingin 35 frOmgames,behind.the Oriol s' tOwithProvidehearingCOUnsellingaids obtaineda d servicethroughfOrt] pe sons 
Chambly, Qua. " I  was_ve~ --,if we ,lay 4o-4o, that new in Switzerland. has played between Leflour" Reggie, a team-mate with have come from behind or and Shutt more than the Compensation Board .  
surprised myself when i goi" ~' ~,,a ,,~ ~"o~, v,~, m, la  For more information, contact h'e c t . . . . . e. . . . . . . . . . . .  Lemalre and wingare Guy others --  "last year, maybe Hunter on Oakland A's broken a tie to win in the 
the phone ca]] --  I though . ,  . . . . . . . . .  a .,, ~,,t a championship teams in 1972- seventh inning or later. 
• ..o,.~ . . . . .  e was t~. .  ~7 - a . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lafleur and Steve Shutt 25games," 73.74, said he had brousht o Many of thoae deelsions were ~q~~Ik  
..,,~.~ ~:...w., ,7 " -o  game or play three games formed the Canadlem big "For me It would be nice, 
m pray a ]oxe on me, and rest a few, It would be line and when the centre was but l'm not cnuntlng on it. thestadium a golden replica, early in the season, helping 
• And Herren will have a good because that way you injured, Pierre Mondou The main thing is to put of the World Series trophy to increase attendance. U JO~KER~'  
battle on his hands because would not be tired, filled in. together the team that will with 26 golden banners With five dates remaining, 
But for Mondou- starting the club will probably sur- ~ V  cOmPENSATION 
pass 1,600,000 inattendance, ~ , , .  Of%/~DIr~ OFBRITISH ~ ' i ,  ¢lt jPq~t.~ ¢oLumm~ 
with hearing aids obtained through the Workers' 
r above office. 
appropriately engraved: 
Larocque, who played in the "But you have to be win. Whatever they think I "World Champions 1972- 
shadow of  the now.retired careful in how you chaese his third season with the club can do to help them win, I'll , 1973-1974-1977-1978. To Cat- topping the previous high by 
Ken Dryden for the last few your goaltender. The season --  the Job is open and that do." fish Hunter From Reggis more than 400,000. 
i.:.:..~.,-~: ..... ",,~ ~ ... , Jackson,". . ,Outfielder Ken Singleton 
I l l  ¢.l~l'l l ,  . l l  I l l t ! . .q ! j i l .  ~ , l ,~ i l ' l  i r l< . . t .~' - I  7,~,~ ; .~ ' -  "'-! ~' . - i l  c .  . . . .  ~ "i,'~ ~ " 
*Univ Trsities 1601 : south 
VANCOUVER (CP) -  A for fitness and amateur The travel subsidy baclling of c°nferencas in Catch our Fall. drastic cutback .of inter- sports, estabUshed by the former' Ontario and Quebec, where 
provincial travel funds by "This sudden cutback has Lil~eral government was travel Is not as great. 
the federal government for had a drastic effect on our $450,000 for the 1978-79 The conferences also have 
Western and Maritime Inter-provincial sports season, Phillips said, and told Paprnaki that univer- 
university sports programs programs," said Phillips. was established after slties across the Country are 
will force some Canadian "And the lateneks by the several years of negotiations involved in national team ,~ ~ . : : :  
universities to look for federal government of ad- between the Canadian Inter- programs, not only in 
competition agalnst.r~l~.ted, vising the universities has i university Athletic Union prg~idln ~, .facUlties ~nd. ~<~.~' . .~  ~i~,,~i 
States callt~s.'- ~ ":, " r posed great difficulties. ' • and SpOrt ~annda. expe~lJe for training, but i T 
athletic director at the funds will have a deep-felt was eoesidered tobe a firm athletes for international ~ i : ' f ~ ~ h  i f~  
University of British effect on our programs. We and continuing commitment competition. 
Columbia, saldTuesdsy that don't want to lock south for by the federal government Canada West and Great 
travel funds for 22 Canadian competition, but we may for. those universities in Plains have had to eliminate 
universities have been re- have to because that will he Canada having to use air their inter-locking basket- 
ducedtol~90,000fromanan- the cbeapest for iravel as far travel across provincial hall schedule. Ice hockey 
llcipated MS0,000 by Steve as geographic lecatlon is boundarlas for atlfletie corn- and volleyball schedules also 
Papruki, minister of state concerned." petition, have been cutback, along- ~ 7 ~ ' i  ii i 
He said Paproakiinformed with the number of athletes 
~ '  m raJ'n gt -e'- the CIAU In July that, travelling to conference 
be~nse of dwindling Loto tournaments in lndlvldnal 
Canada revenues arid sports. 
general fiscal restraints, he In the Maritimes, the 
would authorize only $190,000 relative isolation of 
d o w n  to grits for travel in1979-60. Memorial University of ] I "-~" ":  l delegation from the Newfoundland has caused ~. - -  
threeaffectndeonferences-- the cancellation of tour- 
the sixmember Canadian nament championships 
POWELL RIVER, B.C, home. 'Tin eating steak West University Athletic whleh Memorial was to hset. 
(CP) --  Thomas Grndin is once more. Association, the five- The, ,,Atlantic women's 
devouring steak twice a day "The food l'm accustomed member Great Plains Ath- basketblll schedule also has 
at the Vancouver Cunueks' to eating In Sweden Isn't as letie Conference and the II- been.'~ced. , ' , 
training camp in an attempt fattening as the food here. member Atlantic University Phillips aid there will be a 
to strengthen his slender That's why l'm now. lighter Athletic Association -- met curtailment of, progr~na inl 
body for the rigorous 80- (169). . with the minister in Ottawa noneenfez~e, sporte whicl~ 
game National hockey "Steak in SWeden is twice last month and had the would.havebenefited iron/ 
League schedule, as e~-ponsive and the quality allocation increased by travel fuQ~ ul~ler ~.e ]or- ~ ~  ~'~ 
Gradin scored 20 goals last isn't so good. In place of $100,000 to$~,000. mer arrangment. " i 7 i~#~i  
season in his first year with steak, we eat a lot of "This late notification has Another far - reaching ~! ! i  ~ ' ~  
the Canucks after leaving his spaghetti, fish and caused many far.reaching effect, said Phillips, Wll~be ~<~': ~': 
: ,~ ~,~ ~: . . . . .  ~ .  
native Sweden. The 23-y.car- potatoes." 'problems for the 22 the consideration of m.any; .~  . ~,<: :...~<,.> 
old centre isn't frail by any . Gradin's concern for more universities," Phillips said, Canadian athlete(t in re~rdi ~ ~ ~  
mcans, but he did weigh oniy weight and strength ma " beoansemany conference to enr'olling at:Ameri~anl 
175 peunde when the Canucks have something to do wi~ and in ter -conference universities which offerl .~,,~. 
were eliminated in 'the his demand for a more schedule's had already been more extensive athletic pro-~ This is the perfect ime to Or go sailing, sailing tip the 
Stanley Cup playoffs in lucrative contract. He's sot. grams, takea hol idayin British spectacular Inside Passage. 
April. entering the option year of "We were operating on the "If Canadian universities. 
"I will put on a few more his NIK, agreement, premise that federal support are to keep their athletic Columbia. Tennis anyone? Or how 
pounds new that I'm back in He is one of the lowest- to these programs would net programs at a high eom- Thcwcather ' sgood,  the aboutaroundofgo l t?  
Canada gain" Gradin said salaried of the Canunks and be diminished.'! pelltive level," he added, "it summer crowds are gone and, If you'd rather be fishing, 
Tuesday after a summer at general manager Jake Phillips said that former is extremely Important that best of  all, you can take the big olios arc waiting. 
OUT FOR SEASON Milford admits he would like sports minister loaa Camp- fiscal stability, he provided advantage of off-season rates. Dig gold ? You'll love 
to sign the bluechip com ngnolo was a firm believer by the national govern- 
MONTREAL (CP) -- modify to a long-term de~i. that Canadian sports hould mast." Many hotels and resort exploring the gold rush country. 
Safety Randy Rhino un- Agent Bjom Wagnuseon of he played at home against He said the three con- areas have special fall Th fall 
Sweden Is scheduled to Canadian competition, e~'ds  a If the city' is your beat, derwent surgery on torn ferences, backed by the packages. So give your pau l~ ~"La"  " san, pie the first class 
mediai llgaments in his right arrive in Vancouver next "We here at UBC now CIAU, wi l lconthluetopr--  favouritc holiday spot a call. holiday e restaurants, interesting shops 
• knee Monday and likely will month to begin negotiations must consider playing for equal opportunities for 
he lost to Montreal Alouettes on behalf ore Gradin and against American schools intercollegiate athletic Or see your travel agent. = , . , that  fe and diverse cultural activities 
for the rest of the Canadian defeneeman tars htndgren, because that's where we can competition. His services won't cost you S per ct of our two cities by the sea 
# Football League season, the They are the survivore of the travel the cheapest," said Canada West consists of anything and lie can be a big 
dub announced. Rhino suf- four Swedes who attended Phillips. "Many other Victoria, UBC, Calgary, help. He'll tell you about |o r  you. , an¢ou~ cr and Victoria. British Columbia is one of 
fared the injury in a 21-14 training camp a year ago. universities are In the same Alberta, Lethbridge and everything from a lovely the best vacation values in the 
victory over the Tiger.Cats Gradin, who had 31 assists position. Saskatchewan; 0 - - ,  P'-- _Super ,  
at Hamilton on Sunday. last season and scored four "We don't want to go back includes Regina, Brendon, 3-day city stay to a grand world. 
LOSE TWO PLAYERS of Vancouver's nine playoff to where we were a few 'Winnipeg, Manitoba and 16-day Circle Tour. And it's all yours. 
PHILADELPHIA tAP) -- goals against Philadelphia years ago - -  playing Lakehead; and Atlantic You can play ridc'cm So this tall, enjoy it. 
Philadelphia Phillies' pit- Flyers in a three-game American schools all the tekes in Acadia, Mt.$t. Vin- ¢owboyonagucst raneh.  • - 14herLerryChristensonhed s ries, said the Canucks time -- but we don't seem to .eent, Dalhousle, Memorial, Nalurai  
a bone spur removed from haveofferedhlmathreeyear h ve much choice." Msncton, Mount Allison, St. Get in hot water at one I~t ~l,~\~ E}~lil~,ilt tilt ~llil~, 
his right clavicle Monday, contract, but he would like Phillips said the con- Mary's, St. Thomas, New ofour  hot springs. ,~,. ~x,..~,,,,~ ,,~i~ 
the National League teem more money, ference~ have jointly ap- Breuswlck. Prince Edward 
announeed.Andcateher Bob The Canucks, with 39 pealed to the mlntster by Island and St. Francis British Columbia Canada 
' Boone underwent surgery players in camp, open their telegram for total rein- Xavier. 
for a torn ligament in his left exhibition schedule Sunday statement of the 1978-79 The travel cuts affect both 11 * 
knee. Both players are out night in Vancouver against grant, with the affected men's and women's athletic 
for the rest of the season. Los Angeles Kings. provinces having the progi'ams. ,____ 
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1st Annual 
SALMON 
FISHING DERBY 
NOW IN FULL SWING 
ii 
ONLY TWO WEEKS 
TO GO 
r 
WEEKLY PRIZES. 
Kodak Model 100 Instant Camera 
, Courtesy Sight & Sound 
Mens Watch - 
Courtesy Carters Jewellers 
Assorted Tackle - 
Courtesy Luhr Jensen 
Gift Certificate - 
Courtesy Saan Store 
Assorted Tackle - 
Courtesy Gibbs - Norco 
Smoker 
Courtesy Overwaitoa 
Tackle Box & Kit. 
Courtesy K mart 
Smoker 
il 
GRAND PRIZE 
A LONG WEEKEND in LAS VEGAS 
A trip for 2 to Las Vegas, COURTESY 
Hotel accommodation included CP Air 
Halda Travel 
Leaves Terrace Oct. 11, 1979 Skeena Mall 
Returns Terrace Oct. 15, 1979 Merchants Association 
To be awarded on a draw basis-all entries eligible 
- Any salmon caught in fresh 
water within a 50 mile radius 
of Terrace is eligible. 
Only fish weighed in at the 
0verwaitea Store in the 
Skeena Mall during regular 
store hours are eligible. 
RULES 
- All entries must be ac- 
companied by a valid anglers 
~ieence and an official entry 
form available at Overwaitea 
or in each Fridays edition of 
the Daily Herald. 
- Entries ~r  each week will 
dose at 5 p.m. Saturday. 
- Limit one entry per person 
per day. 
- Employees of the Daily 
Herald or the Skeena Mall are 
ineligible. 
- Weekly winners will be 
announced in each Tuesday 
edition of the Daffy Herald. 
II , ( 
l~ov. 
Postal Code -~ • m m m m m ~ m m m m m m  
Phone 
' i  . . . . .  I[ J i l l  I l l  
Id 
npleted _
o f f i c ia l s  
_--7 Spring ,~" 
] i 
Date Caught . . . . . . .  
Place Caught ' . _  .~________ -  - - - .  
Official We ight_ - - - , - - -  . . . . . . . .  
I i i  m , m m m m  m m .  
f • -  f ,  ! ,.. • I I 
The victory an upset 
EAST RUTHERFORD, stopped the bout. outburst in the sixth round. DePiano, alleged that Venti 
The defeat is a serious et- N. J .  (AP)  - -  Ramon 
Ranquello, a virtual 
unknown, scored a stunning 
upset Tuesday night when he 
stopped former lig.ht-hea.vy- 
weight boxing cnampton 
Mike Roseman at 2:50 of the 
sixth round in a scheduled 12-. 
round bout at Giants 
Stadium. 
Ranquello, 14-5-I, sent 
Rcesman to the canvas with 
a solid right hand with 59 
seconds to go in the round. 
Rcesman rose to his feet but 
Ranquello charged bach and 
decked Rassman again with 
34 seconds left. 
Ranquello, 175, then 
cornered the 23-year-old 
Rmsman against he ropes, 
pounding away until referee 
Paul Venti stepped in and 
back to Roesman's hopes for 
another shot at the light 
heavyweight title. 
Roseman was in command 
of ~ fight until Ranquello'a 
remarkable comeback inthe 
sixth round. Rossman 
flattened Ranqello twice in 
the third round, first with a 
loft.right combination with 
1:26 remaining and again a 
minute later with a Jarring 
left hook: 
Ranquello started his 
comeback inthe fifth round, 
continually scoring with 
right-hand leads, cutting 
Ressman on the outer edge 
o f  his left eye. But still 
Rossman seemed in total 
control until Ranquello's 
Rassman, 172, was making 
his first appearance since he 
lost his World Boxing Asmci- 
ation title to Victor Galindez 
in April. The defeat dropped 
Rcesman's record to 36-6-3. 
Roasman was furious that 
Venti stopped the fight, 
claiming that he was not hurt 
and ready to continue. 
"How can you stop 
fight? I got up at the count tof 
three. He said, 'Are you all 
right?' and I say, 'Yeah, I'm 
all right.' 
"I didn't take this fight 
lightly. He's got two hands 
and I've got two hands and 
anything can happen. But 
he's got the roferoe on his 
side. 
Rosaman's father, Jimmy 
sided with Ranquello, a 
native of Mexico who lives in 
nearby West New York, N.J. 
Venti, a veteran referee, 
said there was no doubt in his 
mind that he made the right 
decision in stopping the bout. 
"After the first knockdown 
he was glassy-eyed but 
responded. After the second, 
there wse no response and he 
was looking for help," said 
Ventl, a ~tive of Jersey 
City, N.J. "He can say 
whatever he wants but l 'm 
always interested in the 
welfare of the boxer, 
"Champions of the world 
have bean killed in the ring 
losing their titles and there is 
no way a referee should go 
out on a limb." 
BASEBALL ROUNDUP 
Angels take Royal lead 
A four.run first inning 
catapulted California to a 6-4 
victory over Kansas City on 
Tuesday night, padding the 
Angels llret-place lead in 
the American League West 
to three games over the 
lq mis. 
.oyala starter Rich Gale, 
g ,, walked Rod Carew and 
Carney Lunsford to start the 
inning. Dan Ford got an 11131 
single, Don Baylor bit a 
sacrifice fly, Willie Aikeas 
doubled and Bobby Grich 
then singled off reliever 
Morty Patfln. 
Aikens was taken from the 
pine on a stretcher after 
sliding into second in the 
first inning and apparently 
injuring hie left knee. 
In the sixth, Don Baylor 
tripled and scored on a single 
by Willie Davis, who 
eventually scored on Jim 
Anderson's sacrifice fly. 
Dave Frost, 15.9, needed 
relief help from John 
Montague in the ninth for 
Califocnla. 
In other AL games, Detroit 
Tigers edged Baltimore 2-1 
as Dan Peiry and Aurelin 
Redriguez combined un a 
four.hitter and Ron LeFinre 
homered; Cleveland Indians 
bombed New York Yankees 
16-3 as Cliff Johnson and 
Toby Harrak each slammed 
two home runs and combineb 
for nine RBI in a 16-hit at- 
tack; Mike Torrez broke a 
personal three-game l sing 
streak with a seven-hitter in 
an 8-3 Boston Red $ox 
triumph over Toronto Blue 
Jays, and Chicago White Sox 
edged Minnesota Twins 1-0 in 
I 
I0 innings behind Ken 
Kravec's three-hitter and 
Thad B~ley'e RBI single. 
In the National Leslie, 
Jay Johnstone rapped apair 
of runscorlng singles and 
Eric Rasmussen pitched a 
six-hitter as San Diego 
Padres blanked Houston 
Astros 4-0.. 
Chicago Cubs swept a 
doubleheader f om New 
York Mets, 2-0 and 2-1 in II 
innings. Dave Kiniman 
singled in both runs in the 
opener and Rick Reuschel 
won his leth game in 28 docl- 
siena. Klngman knocked in 
the game.winner with a 
single in the 11th of the 
nightcap. Bruce Suttar saved 
both games, tying the NL 
mark with 37. 
Philadelphia Phillies heat 
St. Louis Cardinals 5-3 in 10 
as Greg Gross pinch- 
hit a sacrifice fly and Garry 
Maddox followed with an 
RBI single. 
Jerry Reuns fired a four- 
hitter and Stave Garvey 
reached the 100 RBI mark 
for the third consecutive 
~ or as Los Angeles Dodgers featad Atlanta Braves 6-1. 
AI Oliver drove in three 
runs'with four hits as Texas 
Rangers beat Oakland A's 9- 
5. 
Pittsburgh Pirates and the 
Expos were tied 3-3 in the 
ninth inning of a rain- 
delayed game in Montreal. 
Late games had 
Milwaukee Brewers at 
Seattle Mariners in the AL 
and Cincinnati Redo at San 
Franclseo Giants in the ~.  
YOU CAN. 
ALWAYS 
TELL A 
"BEST 
SELLER" 
The entire family reads it. 
And, why not? There's 
something for everybody 
in the classified pages in 
DALLY HERALD 
Whether you're buying, 
sell ing, renting, leasing, 
looking for a job or 
services, you're sure to get 
quick results from the 
classified pages! 
i l l j  ( t .  
s t .  • 
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
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M 
ON PIPELINE 
/ 
' ompson to have say. 
with the U.S. 'and insist VANCOUVER (CP) --  The 
commissioner of the now- 
defunct West Coast o~ ports 
inquiry will intervene m 
National Energy ' Board 
hearings. Oct. 2 on West 
Coast pipeline applications 
because he fears a leamng 
prupo~al - will not eliminate 
oil tanker traffic. 
Andrew Thompson said 
the public is being given the 
mistaken impression that 
the proposed Foothills 
overland oil pipeline wW 
eliminate oil tanker traffic 
off British Columhda's coast. 
Thompson said there is a 
serious danger ot an oil spill 
in Canadian waters from 
tanker traffic between 
Alaska aod Washington 
state. He said Foothills' 
overland pipeline proposal to 
carry Alaskan oil through 
B.C. to the U.S. emtalns no 
guarantee that the pipeline 
will replace all existing oil 
tanker traffic. 
wrote to the NEB asking why would not comment on t~ 
it had not asked Trans matter before the hearing, 
Mountain for details of its began Oct. 2. 
claims tohreduca oil tanker 
traffic in Puget Sound. Thompson said a solution 
to the problem of oil tanker 
He received a reply from traffic would he for both the 
NEB ' secretary Brian federa l  and provincial 
Whittle sayingthat the board governments o get touogh 
whatever pipeline proposal 
is approved must take care 
of existing tanker traffic. 
He said he superficially fa- 
vors the Tram Mountain 
proposal because it Is the 
most capable of getting rid of 
eXi,ung tanke r traffic. 
Pro f on hot seat and 
he got hot about it 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
Associate professor J im 
Carrell has been sitting on a 
hot seat at the University of 
British Columbia for several 
weeks without knowing i t .  
The math instructor says 
he has been irradiated "by a 
secret cache of radioactive 
Sodium 22 under his office 
and now he's hot about it, 
although colleagues say 
there's nothing to woawy 
about. 
Carrell, father of three 
children, said-Monday he 
demanded an accounting 
from the university of all 
radioactive waste. 
He said the radioactive 
material is ~ought o have 
come from either the 
chemistry or geology 
departments and was to 
have been stored in the 
Members o/ the Mills Memorial Ho6pital Ladies 
Auxiliary donate a clrcolectric bed to be used fw  
severe back Injuries, burns and other injuries where 
movement is painful The bed embles nurses to turn 
the patient with mlnlnmm extra movement. Auxiliary 
IN TERRACE 
members (from left) Eilccn HeWn, Betty Nordstrom, 
Lorna Morton, Angela Mostad, Frances Llndstrom, 
Lola Ziobro, and the nursing supervisor NeeJtle 
Lieuwen pose with the bed. 
PhOlo  by  Grog  Mldd le ton  
He said the public is being 
given the m'ong impression 
about Foothills' proposal he- 
cause' of statements by the 
-company and the B,C. 
~overnment. 
Last week, Premier Bill 
Bennett said his caucus had 
decided to endorse the 
Foothills project "and to 
reject and oppose those 
projects that would put 
tankers into B.C. waters." 
Thompmson said Foothills 
publkhed a brochure, dis- 
tributed to the public, en- 
titled • 011 Tankers Not 
Needed. 
The brochure says the 
,Foothills proposal is the only 
one which does not present 
potential e~vironmental 
problems for Washington 
and B,C. waters. 
The'othnr propcoais under 
consideration are: Trans 
Mountain Pipeline Corp., 
with a port near Port 
Angeles, Wash. and a 
ipeline to Edmonton 
rough B.C.; Kaiser 
Resources Ltb., with a pert 
at Kitimat, B.C. and a 
ns to Edmonton 
B.C.; and the all- 
U.S, Northern Tier project 
from. Washington state to 
Dust 
said a 
danger 
OTTAWA (CP) -- A study 
group created by the federal 
health department and the 
Canadian Lung Association 
has called for more testing of 
workers regularly exposed 
to coal, asbestos and silica 
dust. 
In a report ou occupational 
respiratory diseases, the 
group says it is lmp(~lble to 
say how ma~ workers are 
in danger, but it suggests he 
number is in the thousands. 
Between 196,5 and 1978, fur 
example, compensation 
awards were made to 1,235 
coal workers with 
respiratory disease, 1,-0~5 
with silicosis and 6"/7 with 
sabcotesis. 
A total of 813 workers died 
from one of these, disestm 
dmlng the decade that began 
1965, and the report says 
the diseases contributed to Minnesota. 
Thompsonwlilaisomakea the deaths of an unknown 
motion at the Oct. = opening nmnhar of others. 
ef the NEB hearings in 0t- The group u~ all workers 
taws that he proceedings ha in dusty Jobs should be tested 
immediately adjourned and when hired and every two 
reonuvened in Vancouver. years they are at work. 
The NEB recently rejected Thoan with suspicious reaulis 
a request by I0 B,C, on- should be teated yearly and 
vironmental groups asking workers removed from dnsty 
that the hearings be moved environments once a 
to Vancouver. diagnnsis i  established. 
Thompson said oil tanker 
traffic in the Strait of Juan 
de Fuca, Puget Sound and 
the southern portion of 
georgia Strait was 
estimated at 650,000 barrels 
a day last year, which was 
nearly tiu'ec times the 1970 
figure. Of that tot.a.I, more 
than 300,000 barrels a arty 
was brought by large 
tankers from Alaska, In- 
denosla nd other offshore 
points to the Puget Sound' 
refineries. 
He said that tanker 
haulage is basically cheaper 
than pipeline transportation 
and it is unrealistic to expect 
Puget Sound refineries to 
secapt the additional cost of 
ull.pipeline transportation. 
Thompson said Foothills 
claims its project would 
minimize the risk of ocean 
accidents and Trans 
Mountain claims that its 
proposal "could reduce over- 
tanker traffic in Puget 
Sound and minimize the risk 
ef accidental oil spills." 
Thompson said he is 
"going after beth these 
companies tO bank up their 
claims because the NEB 
daon't seem concerned about 
i t . "  
Last month, Thompson 
Follow-up tseting k also 
recommended, particularly 
for coal workers whose 
conditions could get worse 
even after their expeeuze to 
dust comm, 
The 1971 census shows 
more than 300,0oo Canadians 
work in mining and related 
Industries, although less 
than two.thirds of them are 
in what are considered dusty 
The report says a lack of 
unltonn reporting and the 
turn-over in some in- 
dustriea mnkea It impossible 
to Judge the wevalanse of 
occupational respiratory 
diseases. 
Because of this, the group 
says standards question. 
oatrm should be used to 
document the medical 
histories of workers exposed 
to dust, Governments should 
re~,ter thou in h~hrlsk 
Jobs. And more autopsies 
should be performed on 
known or suspected victims 
of job-rslatsd lung diseases. 
The report says dust 
concentrations • hould be 
decreased to levels now 
considered acceptable asone 
way of preventing 
respiratory alsments. 
found several small cylln- 
dere of Sodium 22 which l~d 
been placed in a cardboard 
box under his office in the 
university, math annex..The 
box had bsen piled on ~me 
containers in a. small con- 
crete room under his office. 
He said the room has been 
used by the university as a 
storage area for nuclear 
waste for the last 1~ years, 
apparently without the 
knowledge of anyone in the 
math department. 
Carroll said colleague 
Dale Rolfsen found the 
radioactive bunker Monday 
when he looked through a
screen door in the wall of the 
annex at an extreme angle 
and •spotted a radiation 
warning sign on a second 
door located inside the room. 
A check for radiation with 
a geiger counter found a 
reading of one ten- 
thousandth of one roentgen 
an hour centred on Carrell's 
desk. 
Carrot said today that he's 
bunker until enough ac- 
cumulated to warrant 
disposal. 
Bedieactiw material from 
TRIUMF, a nuclear physics 
project, and the department 
of medicine Is not stored in 
the bunker, Carreil said, 
Dr. Karl Erdman, 
associate director of 
TRIUMF, said the reading is 
not considered unsafe by 
federal standards, 
"A person would have to 
live in that office for 5,000 
hours a year to get an unsafe 
exposure to radiation," said 
Erdman. 
Radiation officer Rill 
Rschuk said the radioactive 
material is in the process of 
leaving the bunker and will 
he shppped for dispasal to an 
Ontario site run by the 
federal government. 
Federal standards allow 
workers involved with radio- 
active material to be ex- 
posed to ahmaximum offive 
roentgens a year. 
Judge Darrall Collins 
harsh warnings to impaired 
ddvtog effenders are not 
being heeded as the Terrace 
provincial court docket 
revealed ,Tuesday. 
Blood alcohol readings of 
.350and.330 resulted in Basil 
Neweli appearing before 
Judge Darml Collins and 
pleading uilty to a charge of 
driving a motor vehicle 
while impaired. • 
Collins related to Newell 
that to drive a vehidewith a 
blood akohol of such a high 
level would mean he was a 
real menace on the road. 
"Most people wouldn't he 
conscious," said Collins. 
Newell had been ap- 
prehended, by Terrace 
RCMP after they had 
received a call from the OK 
Tire store and after Newell 
had run a stop sign, the court 
was told. 
Newell was sentenced to 
pay a $750 fine or three 
months in default of 
payment. 
• Geoge Kirby pleaded 
~lity to in, paired driving 
charges and was sentenced 
to pay a fine of $350 or spend 
30 days in jail in default of 
payment. 
William Boske appeared 
before Judge Collins and 
pleaded guilt~' to having a 
Bond alcohol reading in 
excess of .06 on Aug. 24 when 
he was stopped by members 
ef the Terrace RCMP 
detachment. 
Boake was senteleed to 
pay a fine of tWO or 30 days 
in default. 
Francois Blais was or- 
dered by Colllrs topeya fine 
cf ;300 or 30 days after.he 
pleaded guilty to a charge of 
having a blood-alcohol 
reading exceeding the legal 
limit of .08, 
Ted Swanson pleaded 
~iity to driving a motor 
~ehtele. while disqualified 
md was sentenced topay a peared before Cotiins for 
fine of $250, in default 21 sentencing on a charge of 
days. operating a motor vehicle 
"S~anson Was charged while under suspensiun. 
after a routine check by Robinscnwas involved inn 
RCMP revealed he was motor vehicle accident on 
driving while under the Chimdsmnsh bridge and 
suspension on Aug. 25 the it was discovered by RCMP 
mutt was tdd. 
Roderick Foster, 37, ap- 
peared before Collins and 
pleaded guilty to a charge of 
having a blood-alcohol 
reading exceeding .08. 
Foster had been stopped by 
RCMP on Nov. 19 after he 
that he was driving while 
disqualified, the court was 
told. 
Previous driving con- 
victtons were brought o the 
attention of Collins who' 
painted out to Robinson that 
he should not consider 
was observed to be driving putting himself behind the 
without his headlights on, the wheel of a ear. 
court was tdd, 
Foster was ordered to pay 
a fine ef $300 or 30 days in 
default of payment. 
Andrew Lee Fenrick was 
fined $300 or30 days after he 
pleaded guilty to a charge d
having a blood alcohol 
reading exceeding the legal 
limit. 
Parry Robinson ap- 
"If it was in my power to 
do so, I would deprive you ef 
driving privibges for the 
rest of your life," said 
Collins. 
Robinson was sentenced to 
spend 60 days in prison with 
the recommendation it he 
served at the Ter race  
Community Correctional 
Conlre. 
[ l ei an 
WE DO MORE FOR 
YOUR MONEY!  
',,~ p/ 
,L 
20% 
THIS SEASON'S 
NEWEST 
BLOUSES! 
Round collars, small collars, 
regular collars...some with 
ties...all with style! 
Reg. price: $12.99 --  $23.99 
SALE: $10. 37 - $191 
SPOT THE DOT AND SAVE! 
i 
"'/Y'4 
p.w U 
Z i i  SALE ENDS SAT., SEPT. 22. 
Impaireds crowd court 
I 
8 . .  • f~ 
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CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY : 
20 words or less $2.00 per In. 
sertlon. Over 20 words 5 cents 
per word. 
3 or more consecutive Insertions 
$1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no re~'unds after ad 
~s been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before second 
Imertlon. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one incorrect ad. 
eox NUMBERS: 
75 cents plckup. 
$1.73 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. •
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
~n cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per In- 
sertion. 
• LEGAL - POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
13.60 per column Inch. 
JUSINESS PERSONALS: 
14.00 per Ilne per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publIcBtlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous' to day 
of Fubllcstlon Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER othsr tesn 
IUSiNESSES WITH AN 
ESTAELiSHED ACCOUNT. 
Service ¢hsree of $5.00 on sll 
N.S,F. ¢hsqual, 
WEDDING DESCRiPTiONS: 
No charge provided news sub. 
mlfted within one month. $5.00 
production charge for wedding 
and.or engagement pictures. 
News of weddings (write.ups) 
received one month or more 
after event $10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable in ad- 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED AN. 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Blrlhs 5.50 
Engsgements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 
Funerals 
Cards of Thanks 
Memorlsl Notices 
PHONE 635.6357 
Clssslflad Advertising Dept. . valved. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Elf active 
October I, 1971 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carder year 33.00 
By Mail 3 mth. 15.00 
By Mall 6 ruth 23.00 
By Mail year 43.00 
Senior Cltlzen year 20.00 
Bi'Itlsh Commonwealth and 
Unlted States of America one 
year 55,00 
Box 399, Terrace, a.C. 
VSG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
Kitlmst & District 
Phone 632.2747 
The Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under appropriate 
headings and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page 
location. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or reject 
any advertisement and to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Herald Box Reply Servlce, snd to 
repay the customer the sum psld 
for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
BoX replies on "Hold" In. 
strucflons notplcked up within 10 
days of expiry of an ad. 
vertlsement will be destroyed 
unless malting instructions are 
received. Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not to 
send orlglnals of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in sd. 
vertlsements must be received 
by the publisher within 30 days 
steer the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser 
requesting space that the 
llsblllty of the Herald in the 
event of failure to publish an 
advertisement or In the event of 
an error appearing In the ad- 
vertisement as published shall 
be limited to the amount paid by 
the advertiser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the portion 
of the advertising space occupied 
by the Incorrect or omitted Item 
0nly, and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid fOr such 
advertising. 
Advertisements must comply 
with the British Columbia 
Human Rights Act which 
prohibits any advertlslng that 
discriminates against any 
parson because of his race, 
5.~0 religion, sex, color, nationality, 
5.50 ancestry or olace of origin, or 
s.50 because his age is between 4,1 
5.50 and 65years, unless the condition 
Is Iustifled by s bona' fide 
requirement for the work In. 
15, " 
FOUND 
19'HELP WANTEI) 
41. MACHINERY' 
FOR SALE 
48. ,SUITES: 
FOR RENT 
OVEREATERS Do you feel you have a 
ANONYMOUS drinking problem? There ,: 
meats Wednesday at 8 p.m~ help 
at St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
635.4427 after 6:30 p.m. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
Call Birthr ight for an 
a l ternat ive to abortion. 
Phone 432.4403 anytime. 
Room 233, Necheko Centre. 
K i t lmit  A.A.' Construction 
Group In Kltlmst: telephone 
L92-3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Meetings. 0:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed. 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays • Open Meetings 8:30 
p.m. Sknena Health Unit, 
Kltlmat General Hospital. 
At-Anon Meetings. Tuesday 
• 0 p.m. United Church. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at tha Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening --  6:30 p.m. 
-- United Church basement, 
Kltlmat 
Avallablel 
Phone 635.5636 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
MEETINGS: 
Mon. 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Mort. 8 p.m. - Alanon • 
Skeana Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
Iooklr,9 for donations of any 
old, broken or used places of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could usa 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
lie.re, and 3 p.m. We will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup, 
10,  
AUCTIONS 38'WANTEd MISC' 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
3-4521 Lakelse - 635.3907 
Wednesday I p .m. .  3 p.m. 
and 4 p.m. • S p.m. or phone 
enyt lme: Lisa 635.3164, 
Carol 635.5136. 
24,sITUATIONS 
WANTED 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial  Hospital 
Auxiliary would eppreclEte 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift  Shop. For pickup 
lervlce phone 635.5320 or 63S. 
$233, or leave Donations at 
the Thrift Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet 
wean I1 a.m. and 3 p.m. 
Thank you. ' 
KERMODE 
BINGO SCHEDULES 1979 
SEPTEMBER: 
Sunday, September 9, 1979. 
$2,030 Bingo. 
Tuesday, September 18, 1979. 
Small Bingo. 
Sunday, September 23, 1979. 
$2,000 Bingo. 
For more Information 
phone: 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
SOCIETY 
4431 Gnelg Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
VeG IM4 
6354904 
Ripa Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crlsls Line for 
Women 
6314311 
___  I _ . _ _  
i 
SKEENA HEALTH tJNIT 
2-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30 - 3:50 p.m. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held et Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
i:30 • 3:30 pm. Phone for 
appointment. Babyslflers 
who bring children must 
have parents' wrlffen con- 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Mon. end Wed. from 3 
- 4:10 p.m. By appointment 
only. 
PR E.NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for detEIIs and 
raglstrotlon. 
PRE.NATAL BREATHING 
end RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Mon. afternoon 1 
- 2p.m. 
H(,WIE NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace ar~a only. 
PR E.SCHCK)L SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4V= . S yrs. 
(pre-klndergarten): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vlslon, 
hearing screening done, 
Please phone for ap- 
pointment. 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for appointment. 
Treatment available. 
SAN ITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such es food 
polsonlngs and complaints, 
sew;age disposal, pr ivate 
water supplies and 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
638-1155). The audiologist 
will do hearing tests on 
referral by family doctor or 
community health nurse. 
Speech pathologist 
therapist wil l  carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 203.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AiD TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205.4621 Lezelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance' 
for vocational and social 
rehabi l i tat ion done by 
consultant. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a frlendly 
Drop-ln Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANS PORTATION 
As well as an area for 
relexatlon. For more In. 
formation about these and 
other act ivit ies,  please 
Women's Centre Is span- phone 630•2265 and ask for 
sorlng closed Women's A.A. Skeaea Centre. See you there 
Meetings - -  Every Tuesday any time between 8 am and 
Night at 7:30-- 4711 Lazelle 3:30 pm Monday thru 
Ave. 635.5145. Friday. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meat every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeane Health Unit. 
For more Intormatlon phone 
635-3747 or 635.3023. CWL Fall Bazaar will be 
held Oct. 24 from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. at Verltas School Gym. 
(nc.240) 
Year of the Child 
BANQUET 
& DANCE 
Sept. 22 - Manuel's Banquet 
Rm. In aid of Terrace Child 
Development Centre. 
Cocktails, Refreshments. 7 
p.m. Dinner • 8 p.m. 
Spec ia l ty  Seafood  
Smorgasbord. Donclng to 
fo l low.  Jim Ryan's Dance 
Bond. 
S15 Single --  530 Couple 
To reserve a table call 635. 
4216. (nc-21S) 
13. 
PERSONAL 
I ' 
29. MUSlOAL j 
INSTRUMENTS 
rerrace Day Care Centre, 
3425 Kalum Street 
GARAGE SALE 
September 22, 1979 at 6 a.m. 
(nc-21S) 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
• a support service 
for women. 
4711 Lazalle Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
635-5145 
Drop In: 10 am.6 pm Man.. 
Thurs. 10 am-4 pm Friday. 
We offer a comfortable 
relaxed atmosphere to meet 
and share Ideas. Children 
ore welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays ; Women's 
AA. 1st Wednesday of month 
• Status of Women, 2nd 
Wednesday. Single Parent s 
(led by a single father), 3rd 
Wednesday . Men & 
Women's Rap, Thursdays . 
Women's Night Out. 
Come and enjoy an evening 
of crib with Terrace Crib. 
bage League at Skesnavlew 
Lodge. Play to commence 
every Thursday evening 
starting Sept. 13 at 8 p.m. 
(nc-28S) 
Notlceof Meeting 
'Keen House Society 
Annual 
General Meeting 
October 3, 1979 
at 7:30p.m. 
at 
Terrace Mental Health 
Centre Conference 
Room 
44554 Lazetle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
(NC-3o) 
St. Matthews Anglican 
Church Sunday School will 
be having registration day 
' Sept. 16 at 10 a.m. In the' 
church basement. We hope 
all Interested parents will 
bring their children & meet 
the teachers over a cup of tea 
or coffee. We have a film 
str ip planned for older 
children while parents & 
teachers visit  & get 
acquainted. 
Thereafter Sunday School 
will be  at 10 a.m. each 
Sunday & we look forward to 
having your children come & 
learn with us of the love of 
Jesus. For more Information 
cell 635.4427 after 6 p.m: or 
weekends. (nc.20S) 
St. Matthews Anglican 
Church will be going back to 
10 a.m. Adult DlscCuSBIOn 
and 11 a.m. regular worship 
services on Sept. 23. 
Everyone Iswelcome. Why 
not loin us?. (nc-20S) 
Terrace Women's Centre Is 
sponsoring a Men & 
Women's Rap Session on 
Wednesday, Sept• 19 at 7:30 
pm at Women's Centre, 4711 
Lazelle Ave. A film entitled 
"Women Want" wil l  be 
featured. Discussion to 
follow. Call 635-5145 for more 
Information. (nc-19S) 
Women's Night Out Is 
featuring a National Film 
Board production' entitled 
"Women Went" Thursday, 
Sept. 20 at 7:30 pm at the 
Women's Centre, 6711 
Lazelle. Cell 635.5145 for 
more Information. (no20S) 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
will be held Sat. Nov. 2:4, 
1979. (nc-23N) 
The Ladles Auxiliary to the 
Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch 13, Terrace, are 
holding their ' 
Annual 
SNOWFLAKE BAZAAR 
October 20, 1971 
at the Arena Banquet Room, 
starting at 2 pm. Everyone 
welcome. (nc.190) 
The Ladles Auxiliary to the 
Royal Canadian Legion, 
Branch 13, Terrace, wish to 
Invite the public to par. 
tlclpate In their seml.annual 
Smorgasbord, to be held on 
Sept. 30, 1979, starting at 4 
pm at the Legion 
Aud i to r ium.  Everyone  
welcome. (nc.28S) 
NORTHWEST LOGGERS 
ASSOCIATION 129h annual 
convention Sept. 28, 29 end 30 
at Terrace Hotel. A full 
weekend of activities. For 
reservations please phone 
635.6801. 
Terrace Klt lmat FDrest 
Products Safety Conference 
9 a.m. Sat. Sept. 29 at 
Terrace Hotel. This con- 
ference Is held In conjunction 
with the Northwest Loggers 
Association Convention. (nc- 
26S1 
The Annual Meeting of the 
Terrace and District 
Christian Council for Social 
Resources will be held at 
Knox United Church, 
Thursday, September 20 at 
7:30 p.m. (nc.2OS) 
Skeena Social Credit 
Association will hold their 
First Annual Harvest Picnic 
on Sat., Sept, 13 starting at 3 
pm at Ross Lake lust east of 
New Hazelton on Highway 16 
E. 
Also on Sat., Sept. 22 there 
will be en Open House at the 
Skeans Social Credit Office 
at 4603 Park Ave. Special 
guest will be Jack Kempf, 
MLA Omlneca. Everyone 
welcome. (nc.213) 
O.O.R.P. 
Annual 
FALL BAZAAR 
& TEA 
November 17, 1979 
(nc.16N) 
Itl 
Rebekah Lodge Annual Tea 
& Bazaar, Set., Nov. 10 - -  
Oddfellows Hall, 3222 
Munroe St. (nc.10N) 
I 
B.C. Old Pensioners Tee & 
Bazaar. will be held Set., 
Nov. 3, 1979 at Terrace 
Arena Banquet Rm. from 
1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc- 
2N) 
Ter race  Homemakers  
Services to have orientation 
course offered In October (no 
charge). Dates to be an- 
n,,~nced. All Interested 
persons and prospective 
homemakers please cell 635- 
5135 to reglster and confirm 
your Interest. (nc•28S) 
The Terrace Art association 
wil l  be holding their AN- 
NUAL  GENERAL 
MEETING, Thursday, Sept. 
27 at 7:30 In the Library Arts 
Room. Election of officers 
wil l  be hetd and plans for the 
now season discussed. New 
and old members are Invited 
to affend. (nc-27S) 
Tom Tothll l ,  from the 
Vancouver Planetarium, 
wil l  give a free Astronomy 
Presentation In Terrace, 
Sept. 27 . 29, at Northwest 
Community College, and In 
Kltlmat, Oct. 1, 2 and 3. Pre- 
register for one evening by 
phoning 635.6511, local 239 or 
632.4766. 
Terrace registration for 
NortSwest  Communi ty  
College programs takes 
place at  5keena Mal l ,  
Friday, SepL 21 from 7.9 pm 
and Sat;, Sept. 22, from 11 
a .m. .  3 p.m. Check your 
Cont inuing Educat ion 
Booklet or drop by and see 
what we offer. 
Ear ly  Ch i ldhood 
Educat ion  Conference.  
Films, displays, discussions. 
Sept. 20.29 at Northwest 
College In Terrace. Call 635. 
6511 local 238 for In- 
formation. (nj:-20S) 
Showing presently at the 
Kltlmet Museum Is "Aquatic 
Exot ic" ,  a' prize-winning 
display of sea life of our 
ocean on loan from Victoria. 
Boaters, fishermen, outdoor 
people and folks Interested In 
our nature and Its pleasing 
and estheflcel aspect should 
not miss this exhibit during 
August and Sept. 
Museumhours: 12 - 5 except 
Sundays., (no203) :. 
The Terrace Art  Association 
is sponsoring en exhibit of 
~otographs of Plant Life of 
the Terrace-Kl t lmat  area 
Summer and Winter. Dates: 
Sept. 13 . Oct. 15. Place: 
Terrace Public Library Arts 
Room. Open dprlng Library 
hours. (nc-2Ss) 
Terrace Homemaker Ser. 
vices .wil l  be offering a 
FREE lob orientation course 
October 3 to October 31, 1979. 
7 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., Wed- 
nesday evenings at 
Skeenavlew Lodge, 4011 
Sparks. Registration 
deadline - September 27, 
1979. Call 635.$135 (nc) 
Terrace Little Theatre In- 
,Ates anyone Interested In 
being Involved In acting or 
belping out with the play 
"Mixed Doubler" to come 
along to .Terrace Litt le 
Theatre building, KellJm St., 
at ?:30p.m. on Wed., Sept. 19 
(nc-19s) 
• Saint Maflhew's Anglican 
• Church Choir meets on 
Tuesday nights at 7:30 pm In 
the Church under the 
direction of Mrs. R. Lowrle. 
All Welcome. Please phone 
635-5425 for further In- 
formation. (nc-28S) 
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENTInd SALES 
FLOOR 
Furn l turr , ,  appl iances,  
power tools, hand tools, 
clean small cars, motor- 
bikes, beats, motors or any 
other Items In acceptable 
condition. 
Terrace Auction Mar t  . 
Corner of Lakelse & Apsley, 
635•5172. (cifn.4.9.79) 
To Consult Madame Fon. 
tolne for psychic readings on. 
Sept. 14-18 phone 635.4059 for 
appointment. (p,1-173) 
Buying? Selling'/ 
636-6367 
I _L . . . .  
COLLIER EXCAVATING New chesterfield and chair 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 635.5340 after 6. (am. 
10.08.79) 
FILTER QUEEN 
sales and service 
45,16 Park Ave. 
Terrace 
635-7249 
(em-4-()7.791 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(WeB Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3479 anytime 
(em.6•6.79) 
iNSISTON 
THE'BEST 
Concrete septic tanks In 
stock. Get relief with a 
concrete investment. 
Schmltty's Excavating 
635-3939 
(am•6.6.79) 
FOUND 
Small female dog which lust 
had puppies. Light gold In 
color. Phone 635-4370. (fin) 
MECHANICAL 
SUPERVISOR 
Roy Se unders 
(604) 758-3977 or 632-7115. 
for sale. Phone635.4351 after 
5 (c4-210) 
• GL 1000. Exc. condltlon. New 
tires. Phone 635.2154 or 635- 
7144. (stf-nc) 
1979 GS 850 Suzukl, shaft 
drlve, 4000 kin. Ph 635.3352 
after 6 pro. (pS-20S) 
For Sale: One pair of girls 
"Wife" Figure skates size S 
$30. A variety of girls figure 
skating dresses. Slzes6to12 
$8 each. Phone 633.4443 (pl- 
190) 
CASH 
Am purchasing BCRIC 
shares. Ph 635.4226. Also 
sailing Suzt;kl dirt bike. OS- 
100. 1979 model. Practically 
new. Ph 635.4226. (c20-50) 
Looking for Furniture? 
Try the" Terrace Auction 
Mart Sales Floor. New & 
used furniture at a price 
anyone can afford. We buy 
end sell. Call the Terrace 
Auction Mart, 4434 Lskelse 
Ave. 635.5172. (ctfn.7.9.79) 
STORE FIXTURES 
FOR SALE 
Phone during the day. 
635-6576 
(cffn-13.9.79) 
For Sale or Trade. 1966 Jeep 
Wagoneer with 2 wheel 
drive. $,500. Also 110 gel. Full 
oll tank with stand, 12x54 
Hauling'Ltd. steel trailer frame, approx. 
To take charge of e l l "  70'of green &brown trailer 
maintenance and rebuilding siding. Ph 635.7061. (p5.24S) 
of Iogglngtrucks at Kltlmat. 
Responsibilities wi l l  In• Hand spilt cedar shakes for 
dudeschedullng,hlrlng, end sale. 
supervising shop crews, Kindling by bundle. Ph 638- 
rebuilding off-highway and 1345. (p5.203) 
highway logging trucks and 
malnta!nlng availability o f  
operating trucks. Salary 
negotiable In $30,000 to 
$35,000 range. Relocation 
and housing assistance 
available. This Isa long term 
ful l . t ime position. Phone 
(604) 758.3977 or 632-7415. 
(ci0.25S) 
Program Director lob 
opening for Smlth~rs 
Friendship Centre. Sen~t 
resume and ap~)~lcetlon to 
Box 2920, Smlthers, B.C. V0J 
2N0. (ci0-28S) 
Terrace Honda Sales r~lulre 
a partsmen to deal with 
Inventory control, Invoicing 
& customers. Top wages. 
Employers boneflt. Tues. • 
Sat. Phone 638-8171. (c5.21S) 
Acklands Limited requires 
a, Inventory clerk. Duties to 
Include: keeping stock 
records, I~eclng orders with 
suppliers, expedit ing of 
orders and assisting In 
accounting. If you are' 
Iooklng for a career with a 
dynamic company servldng 
the Industrial and 
automotive market, we want 
totelktoyou. For a personal 
Interview please contact H. 
Young at 2809 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
(c4-210) 
National company Is looking 
for sales representatives for" 
Prince Rupert and Terrace 
area. Wages, expenses and 
car allowance. Phone i12. 
800.653.918.5. (c4-21s) 
i i i  
Mature and very reliable 
housekeEper.babysitter 
required to care for two 
small children. Must 
provide own tren• 
sportation. Excellent 
salary can be expected. 
Call after 6 p.m. 631.8203. 
(TFN.stf) 
BACKHOE 
FOR 
HIRE 
Phone 635.6454 or 635.6757. 
(ctfn.04.09.79) 
For Sale: Hammond Piper 
Autocord Organ. Phone 635. 
6534 (p2.205) 
Hsrald olassifieds 
get results 
WANTED 
spot cash paid 
for your old 
FURNITURE . GUNS 
- JEWELLERY 
• BCRIC SHARES. 
WE BUY • SELL.  
TRADE.  DELIVER. 
Terrace's Most Unique 
Second Hand 
Antique Store 
Gunsmlihlng 
Quality Workmanship 
Guaranteed 
Buy • Sell 
Good Used Skates 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kalum Street 
Ph. 631.1613 
Itfn•12•9.79) 
Studio knitting machine for 
sale. 2 years old. Ph 635-7878. 
(c10.210) 
Dr iver ' s  compar tment  
partition for Chevy Van. 
Custom built. 638.1037. (c4- 
21 s ) 
For Sale: Registered 
Alaskan Malamute puppies. 
Sire & Dam out of Silver- 
sheen Kennels. Available 
Oct. 19. Ph 638.1996. (pl0- 
263) 
200 plus acres with mile or 
more of water frontage. Send 
details to Charles Cerrussl, 
Box 101, Noble, Ont. P0G 
1G0. (c20-20) 
Wanted: a motor for ,J 1973 
Vega. Phone 635.5892. (pS. 
21S) 
Motorhome for rent. Sleeps 6 
luxuriously equipped. Fully 
Insured. Book early for your 
winter holiday. Available 
dally, weekly, monthly. 
Phone 632.2420. (c20.11U) 
WANTED TO 6UY- -  old car 
and truck and cat bafferles. 
Top price paid. Will pick up. 
Ph 635-4735 anytime. (p20- 
40) 
22 foot deep V Volvo In.Do1:, 
Fully loaded. Galley head: 
sounder radios. Tandem. 
trailer. Asking $10,500 OBO. 
Ph 63.5.6801. (clfn-MWfr.10- 
9-79) 
161/s ft. boat for sale. HES 60 
HP outboard motor. 2 brown 
bucket seats from a truck. 
I;40 each. Phone 635-6763. 
(p4•14,19,20,21S) 
22' Flbregless boat. Fall 
canvestop. Deep V hull, 302 
Ford Inboard. 270 Volvo 
outdrlve. Complete with 
hoed. Prloadtoeell. Contact 
??8.2567 (c5-25S) 
20 foot riverboat for sale. 
Comes with 65 HP Johnson, 
35 gal. fuel tank, trailer. 
Phone 635.4551. (p3•193) 
1977 Heavy Hauler boat 
trailer with or without power 
winch. Designed to have 25 
ft. boat. Phone 635.4777. 
(clfn.4•9-79) 
1974 Arctic Cat El Tlgre 340 
Snow Cruiser 200 for parts., 
Woodbaron tent t ra i ler .  
Sleeps 6 or 8. 1 electric 24" 
range G.E. I "  decorative 
hendcut cedar boards, 
varying widths & lengths. Ph 
635-4,182. (clS-20S) 
3 bedroom side by side 
dJplex for rent. See to 11 
Am. .  12a.m. or 7:00 p.m. to 
0 p.m. No. 1.5000 Park Ave. 
(p3-21s) 
Apt to share . Bench area. 
Phone 635.7904 in the 
evenings. (c3.210) 
t . L~ 
2 bedroom basement, suite 
for rent. Available Im• 
mediately S195. per month. 
Includes frldge and stove. 
No pets please. Prefer 
reliable couple. Phone 638. 
1706 after 4 p.m. (c3•210) 
49. HOMES . 
FOR SALE 
4811 Straume. 4 bedroom 
home, !176 sq. ft. Completely 
finished basement, bedroom, 
sauna, large laundry room, 
mc room, fireplace. Large 
lot, gas heat. Priced low 
70's. For more datall or to 
• view phone 635.6055 after 
4:30 p.m. (p5•250.) 
4911 Streume 
4 bedroom home, 1176 SCl It. 
Complete ly  f in i shed  
basement, bedroom, sauna, 
large laudry roam, rec morn, 
fireplace, Large lot ps  ImJt. 
Pdced low 70'$. For more 
detail or to view phone 635. 
60~ attar 4:30 p.m. (p54Ss) 
For Sale: 2 storey leg home. 
Approx. 1200 sq. ft. on main 
floor, located on large scenic 
Ioton Skeane Street. Call 638- 
1121 between 8-5 pm Mon.• 
Frl. (c10.213) 
FOR SALE 
BY OWNER 
3 bdrm. house has 
fireplace, no basement. 
Large lot 52x210 close to 
schools. Asking $45,000. 
For more Informatlo.n 
please cell 
638•1294 
(ctfn.13.9.79) 
3 BR home with full 
basement on large lot. 
70x220'. Large kitchen. 
Ample well to wall car• 
peflng. Full price $42,000. Ph 
635.9,530. (p10-203) 
For Sale: 2 storey leg home. 
Approx. 1200 sq. ft. on mEin 
floor, located on large scenic 
lot on Skeene St. Call 638•1121 
between 8.5 pm Mon..Fr. 
(c10-28S) 
Smell 3 bdrm. house on 
75x200 lot. Greenhouse,  
cedar root cellar and steel 
storage shed. Drilled well. 
For more Information or 
appointment to view piss. 
phone 635-7410. (c20-5U) 
1974 3 BR Knight modular 
home situated on % acre 
landscaped lot on Copperslde 
Subdivision. Has vegetable 
garden ,  g reenhouse ,  
emokehouse & shed. Exc. 
condition. Please cell after S 
pm 633-3014 (ctf•1,t-9•79) 
/ 
1 
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Forsale: 4 bedroom house. 
Wall to wall carpet. Full 
basement-all finished. 
Garage. Concrete driveway. 
On large, fully landscaped 
lot. To view phone 635.3845 
(pS;25s) 
'E I/ 
Family of 4 require 2 or 3 BR 
house or trailer to rent In 
Terrace or Thornhlll. 
References available. Ph 
638.1320, (ctfn-14.9.79) 
Wanted to rent by single 
working woman. Basement 
suite or apartment. Phone 
after S p.m. 635.3155. (p5. 
20S) 
WANT E D 
TO RENT 
2 or 3 bdrm. house with 
basement end fireplace 
preferred. Must be clean 
with 1 or2 steps to front door. 
Call A,F. Williams at 567. 
4191 COIIKt. (C20.25S) 
URGENTLY REQUIRED 
3 bedroom house to rent by 
responsible wa'klng family. 
Phone ~3&311kl (p3-21s) 
Single businessman requires 
accommodation (furnished 
ar unfurnl=hed) Immediately 
In Terrace area. Phone 
Grelg at 635-6231 or 635.91Sl, 
room 373 evenings. (c5.21S) 
Wanted to Rent: 2 or 3 BR 
home In downtown or bench 
.area by Oct. 1 or the 15th the - 
latest. References If 
rlquIred. Ph 635-2694, 635. 
9970, 635-629S durln 0 the day. 
(pS-2iS) 
House with garage required 
as soon as possible by couple 
with no children or pets, 
References available. Phone 
638-1803, (cffn.4.9.79) 
Complete grocery, meat end 
~oduos store equipment. 
Available December In 
Kftlmet, B.C. For In. 
formotlon call 63,5-5950 or  
420.5511. ((::8. 
~,21,25 ,28 ,s ,2 ,5 ,9 ,12o)  
54, BUSINESS 
i .  
PROPERTY 
I=bT~Rent: 900 =q. ft. on 2nd 
f loor. A l r  conditioned. 
Located et 4623 Lakelse Ave. 
Phone 635-2552. (ctfn.4-9.79) 
Warehouse or manufac. 
taring space available Im. 
mediately. 3100 sq. ft. 
Downtown location. Phone 
635-7840. (ctfn.4.9.79) 
For Sale: view' property. 
Five acres bench property 
with 500 feet of frontage 
overlooking Terrace. Legal 
description: Lot I Range 5 
Plan to 01. D.L. 983. Wrlflen 
offers will be considered. 
Highest'or any other offers 
will not necassarlly be nc. 
¢eptecl. P.O. Box 246, 
Terrace, B.C. (c5.20S) 
PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
160 acres In Topley, B,C., 
mile off Hwy. 16. Llghtll 
treed, 18 miles from 
;Houston. 2 mlle l  from 
:Sunset Lake. Power, water 
and 3 Ixlrm. troller. Asking 
1151,500. For more In- 
formation contact: 
G.W. GIb~n 
P.O. Box 148 
Topleyr B.C. 
or 
C.F. Gibson 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.1~75 
:nc4ff) 
For sale In Thornhlll. A very 
attractive 8S'x180' building 
lot with water, power 
nearby. Asking $12,000. Ph 
638.1036 day or night. (c5. 
21S) 
LOT FOR SALE: Exc. large 
lot on ~16 Cedar Cresc, Ideal 
residential area with 
potential view. $21,000. 
Contact 635.7696. (ctfn.14-9. 
79) 
located-In downtown shop. 
ping centre In Prince 
Rupert. Good family 
business with exc. fu ture  
potential. Apply In writing: 
355 . 500 West 2nd Ave., 
Prlnce Rupert, B.C. V0J 3T6. 
(C10-20S) 
For Sale . Fully equlped 
local convenience store with 
living accommodations. 
tore  don e good year.round 
h~rnovar. For further In. 
formation contsct Box 1214 
mrs of the Terreca-Kltlmet 
I~lly Herald or phone 635- 
3~71 (CTFN) 
1968 Chev Bel Air. Good 
condition. 1972 Datsun 
Pickup. Radio, canow, 4 
speed; Phone 635.2263 days, 
635-4385 evefilngs. (p5.21S) 
For Sale: 1973 Ford Mercury 
oN~teor. Good Cued. $1800 
O. Ph: 635.2950 or 638. 
1456. Ask for Run. (p10-26S) 
1971 Pontiac. Good running 
oondltlun. Phone 635.4355 In 
the evenings. (c3-21s) 
For Sale: 1975 Chev Vega 
Hetchback. Must sell. 
Phone 635-2192 or view at 
3308 Pheasant Street. (c3. 
~ls) 
1978 Blue Metallic Mercury 
Marquis. 6,500 miles. Im. 
maculate. An excallant 
Nghway car. Phone 635.3846 
alter .5:30 p.m. (c3-210) 
1974 Chevelle Mallbu Wagon. 
Good condition. New fires. 
Low mileage. Asking 2,500 
or trade pickup truck and 
cash. Phone 638.1825. (p3. 
210) 
'77 Honda Civic. Low 
mlleege. Exc. Cond. $3200. 
Ph 635.7950 or 635-5370. (pS. 
21S) 
For Sale: 1971 Ford Cyclone 
2 door H.T. Best offer takes, 
Ph 635.2182 after 5 pm. (ps. 
21S) 
1973 Brown New Yorker. 
Excellent condltlon. On ly  
46,000 mlles. All optlons. Ph 
635-3051 after 2 pm. (c5-21S) 
1979 Monte Carlo. Sun roof, 
etc. All options except air 
conditioning. Pd. $9500. 7500 
mi les .  Fh 63,5.9191 days. 635. 
6447 evenings. Ask for Don. 
• (cS-21S) 
'69 Cortlna $100 as Is. '63 
Ford Van $700 OBU. Ph 632. 
34¢). (c7.20S) 
Oldemobl le Regeocy-- 98 1977 
for sale. Phone 635-3685 (c3. 
20s) 
1969 Ford XL.500, 4 door 
auto, In good running cue. 
dtlon. $500 Phone 635-4798 
LoS-2Ss) 
1969 Plymouth Wagon. PS, 
PB, air conditioning. Needs 
muffler $350. Ph 635-2547. 
(c6-10,12,14,17,19,210) 
1970 2.dr. Datsun 4 epd. $250 
FIRM, Pllone 635-2154 or 635. 
714,l. Ask for Mike. (cffn4ff) 
V.W. station wagon. New 
engine, Body In exc. cond, 
Snow tires. $1795. Ph 632-7718 
or 632-6476. (c6-22S) 
1965 Parlslenne 4 door. Exc. 
body condition. Good run. 
nlng cond. 635.2979; (pS-20S) 
1974 Dodge Club Cab. Rckup 
318 V8 auto trans., low miles 
$3.100. Phone 638-4730 (pS. 
240) 
72 Chev SWB Van. New 
radial tires, paint and In. 
sulatod Interior. Phone 638. 
1037 (c4-210) 
I~S Ford F250 4)(4 ~ V8. 
PS, PB complete with 
canopy, 23. channel 8 track 
tape player. Evenings please 
call 635.7517. (¢tfn.4-9-79) 
For sal~ 1977 Dodge Club 
cab 4x4. 77,000 kllometsre. 
ton. Ph 638.8443. (c20-10) 
1974 Ford Van. PS, PB, 
partially camperlzed, low 
mileage. Good shape. Call 
635-5468 after 5 pm. (p4.19S) 
1976 Chevy t/a ton pickup for 
sale. PS, PB, V0 auto. Good 
running condition. Phone 
63.5-4246. (cS.21S) 
1972 Ford 4x4 F.100. $1600. 
ph 635-456). (ctfn.17-9.79) 
1971 Toyota 4 dr. 4 speed In 
good condition, Asktng $900, 
Phone ~ .  (p3.19S) 
197S GMC customized van, 
P.S., P.B., lots of extras, 
Must be seen to be ap. 
preclated. Phone 635.2154 or 
635.7144. Custom Interior and: 
exterior paint lob. Ask for 
Mike, (nc.stf) 
1974 12x68 Deluxe diplomat 
mobile home twill sell un- 
furnished) 2 bclrm., built-In 
china cabinet rnlsecl living 
room w-Imitation fireplace., 
sat up & sklrtod In local 
trailer park. To view please 
phone 638.8429 evenlngs or 
635.2310.. (c7.20S) 
1974 12x68 Glendale mobile 
home. 3 BR plus utility. Set 
up end skirted with full deck 
In trailer park; Immaculate 
rendition. To view No. 12. 
Timberland Trailer Pai'k or 
phono 638.1953. (c5.21S) 
For Sale: 12x56 ft. Knight 
.trailer on large lot, 115x150 
ft. For further Information 
#ease call 635-5596 or view 
at 3560 Newell Ave. (p20.190) 
1974 12)(68 3 bedroom Estate 
Deluxe. Set upand skirted In 
Sunny Hill Trailer Court with 
~c10 Insulated porch, 8x25 
veranda nnd work and 
storegeshed. Nice lawn and 
three flower beds. Phone 635. 
4790 (pi0-20) 
Must sell - 12x68 Diplomat 
NloI~Ie Home~ (Furnished or 
unfucnlshed). Extras In. 
duded. Sat up on treed lot in 
Kltlmat. Phone 632.2585 (c4. 
21s) 
3 bdrm. trailer 12x61 plus 
8x40 low shack. Finished, 
Asking $7,500 OBO. Ph 635.  
.5261 for appolntment to view. 
(p10.240) 
For Sale: 1978 14x70 Manco' 
mobile home, unfurnished, 
set up and skirted In local 
trailer park. Phone 635.9736. 
(cffn.4-9-79) 
HOUSEHOLD REALt'~I 
L:OMPt I I IlVt .';I ~ , ". 
i MORTt;At~I NAIl b ~. I;ONIIS Id(OM ICAt;t 
tile FINIII 1¢",1 t f ' 
For Fast Service Call 
TERRACE 
I 4600 Lakelse Avenue 
t • 630.7207 i 
21 foot winterized travel 
trailer. 2 years old. Exc 
MINISTRY OF 
TRANSPORTATION, 
COMMUNICATIONS 
AND HIGHWAYS 
HIGHWAYS~ TENDERS 
To mix and deliver to Port 
Clements, Queen Charlotte 
Islands, B.C. 1900 Tonnes of 
MC 2 (Patch mix). 
Materinl produced must be 
In accordance with Section 
311, Subsection 10 of the 
General Spec;Iflcatlons for 
Highway Construction and 
related clauses In the Special 
provisions: 
Tender opening date: Oct 
02, 1979 at 2 P.M. 
(File: 51.80.1) 
SEALED TENDERS, on 
the forms and In the en. 
velopes provided, ac. 
comps,led by a bid bond or 
certified cheque as defined 
In the Instructions to Bid. 
ders, will be received by the 
Ministry' of Transportation, 
Communications and High- 
ways at 940 Blanshnrd 
Street, 4th Floor, Victoria, 
B.C. V8W 3E6, unless 
otherwise specified, up to 2 
p.m. (local Vlctorlatlme) on 
the day of the tender 
opening, at whlch time 
tenders will be opened In 
pebllc. The lowest or any 
tender not necessarily ac. 
cepted. 
Tender forms with en. 
ve lopes ,  p l 'ans ,  
specifications, and con. 
dltlons of tender can be 
obtained from the Mlnlstry 
of Transportation, Com. 
munlcetlons nnd Highways, 
730 West 2nd Avenue, Prince 
Rupert (telephone 624-2121), 
unless otherwise spaclfled, 
or from the undersigned for 
the sum of $10, between the 
hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 
p.m. Monday to Friday, 
except holidays'. Postal 
Code: V8J 1H3. 
It available, full.size 
drawings can also be ob. 
tetned for on additional $10. 
The Ministry "General 
5pacifications for Highway 
cond. Ph 635.3456. (p10-195) Construction," to which the 
construction of this conh'a~ 
7/Camper end a 69 Dodge 1 shall conform, are also 
ton. Phone 635.3322 (eft.wed. available for the sum of $10. 
19-09.79) APPLICABLE. 
For Sale: 1973 31' Coachman 
5h wheel. Open tooffers. In 
good condition. Lots of 
extras. Write Jack Taylor 
General Delivery, Iskut, 
B.C. V0J 1KO (p4-21s) 
1979 25' travel trailer. Air 
mndltlonlng. Sleeps 8. 
Ex¢elleot condition. Like 
new. F~one 635-4625 (p5-240) 
For safe permanent hair 
removal. Electolysls by 
Jackle. Complimentary 
consultation. Phone 635-7963. 
(c10-265) 
.................. I 
enlilh Columbil fureM~ 
NOTICE 
Regarding Examination for 
Ucence to scale Logs 
Examination for Ilcence to 
scale logs In the Interior will 
be held In Burns Lake. The 
examination will be 
preceded by a scaling 
course. 
,Examination end course 
will be held as follows: 
Piece - Burns Lake, 
Cheques or money orders 
shall be made payable to the 
Minister of Finance. No such 
purchases ere refundable. 
The tender sum Is NOT to 
Include Federal sales Tax. 
Tender documents ob. 
talnable from Ministry of 
Trnnsportatlon, Com. 
munlcatlons & Highways, 
730 West 2nd Avenue, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. V8J IH3. 
R.G. HARVEY 
Deputy Minister 
Transportation, 
Communlcatlons 
and Highways 
(a5.20S) 
Hay for sale: In storage. Top 
quality. Alfalfa, brome, 
timothy mix. Gov't tested. 
Average proteln 10 percent. 
Ph Dick Redman nt 846..5288. 
(c10-19S) 
: '~--~.x . . . .  ".~-~-~---~.. 
~/h ,~2. . - - -~-c~ ~ " ,~, , .  
~ H£ FIRS1" ~,e~ CAvAt~V U~,T 
O~-GAMIZEP AT J EFFE I~ E~A~A~I~ 
Date of Scaling Course 
September 241h - 281h Incl. 
Date of Scaling Exam - 
October 3rd, 1979. 
The course of Instruction Is 
available, free of charge, to 
my Interested person. 
• The examination must be 
attended by persons 
currently holding an "Ap. 
polntment of Acting Scaler". 
To these persons the 
examlnntlon Is free of 
charge. All other persons 
will he charged nn 
examination fee of $25.00. 
Application forms for the 
examination (FS 87, 1969), 
may be obtained from nay 
Ranger Office. They must be 
completed end available for 
presentation at the 
examination. Candidates 
must have been resident In 
B.C. for the last six (6) 
months. 
ATTENTION SEALERS: 
All persons holding a valid 
B.C. Scaling Lie.nee or 
Permit to Scale and wishing 
to upgrade to metric en- 
dorsement, are requested to 
attend a METRIC 
UPGRADING COURSE to 
be held In Burns Lake on 
September 24th end 251h with 
an examination on Sep. 
lamber 261h, 1979. Asof April 
l i t ,  1979, scale returns must 
be In metric measure and 
will only be accepted from 
those persons holding Metric 
Endorsement to their 
Scaling Licence or Permit. 
J.A. BIIckert 
REGIONAL MANAGER 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
(03-5r!2,19S) 
. e, HANG~ THE l:~5161JAllO~l [;rF 
-r,~ urn=l" To "rile I'-T~AVAI,Ry 
HA'5 ~r~.  t-k~Mt-'. AT F,O,k~'T HCO~ 
"T~/..• 1 l ie  IVPPC~ES gAVE J~EE~l 
I,~ert AC~P ~+V ARMOII~F.~ 
~[-.'IIICLES ANP- rA~4~f i .  E~UTI"HE 
CAVAL 12.'/'-- ~ F;?ONTIE~ T~APITIO~ ' 
LIVECJ ON "Tllk~-OU&H A ~P'£CIAL 
pEMC~M~.7~'AIL~N UNIT  CALLf:P' "T]-IE 
FIr~ST CAv~,.LI:~Y P~RSE J"LA10~M, t
SALES 
A WELDING SALES 
OPPORTUNITY 
TERRITORY 
Certanium Heavy Duty  a 
major  division of one of 
Ire top growth  companies 
In Nor l l l  Amer ica,  has a 
local opening for an aggres- 
sive rnechanicaUy- lncnned 
lad v dual.  YOU wi l l  be 
soUing we ld ing  a l loys that  
are enqh eared for main .  
lena .ca  and repair aDD.Ca- 
l ions,  We provide= an ex. 
ceUent product  ancl f ie ld 
t ra in ing program a Oraw or  
IdVan©l against future  
commissions a high com- 
m SS on earnings con lpen .  
sation plan~ prot0ct?d  ac. 
countS, travel expenle 
/Iowa,ca end repeat 
I=Ullneasl and an ~wtunlly 
to grow.  
II you ' re  look ing  (or a 
recession.resistant market  
w i th  a growth .or iented  
company,  cal l  col lect  to 
arrange a personal inter-  
v iew. 
Bar eli Comartln 
September 19, 20 
9a.m. • ~,m, 
Septemb|r ~1 
~.m, 12 noon 
(604) 5&1.0664 
ONCE A LOG BUILDING 
Museum keeps pacewith time 
By Murphy Shewchuk 
The Kamloops Museum, long 
considered one of the finest in the 
Interior of British Columbia, re- 
cently completed a program of 
renovation and expansion that 
will help maintain that reputation. 
One of the oldest in the pro- 
vince, the Kamloops Museum 
dates back to 1936 when a handful 
of avid collectors and curious 
historians formed the Thompson 
Valley Museum and Historical 
Society. For the sake of brevity, 
the name was soon changed to the 
Kamloops Museum Associa- 
tion--a change likely welcomed 
by the group's first secretary. 
The fledgling museum was not 
without material to collect, hurt 
Campbell's 2,000 l|istorical 
photographs, David Power's 
pioneer artifacts, Tom Keyes' 
mounted natural history speci- 
mens, and Jock Mole's  collec- 
tion of Indian artifacts all tbrmed 
the basis of the first collection. 
GIANT OLD LOCK 
Early historical writings and 
recollections by such men as Dr. 
M.S. Wade, J.F. Smith, J.B. 
Leighton and Bun Campbell we~'e 
gathered together to form the 
basis of an archives. 
On July I, 1937, during Kam- 
loops' 1251h birthday celebra- 
tions, Judge EW. Howay, a noted 
historian, turned the key to a giant 
old lock that officially opened the 
door to Kamlnops' first museum. 
The sun-bleached log building 
was itself a historical piece. It had 
been salvaged by David Power 
from the site of the 1821 Hud- 
son's Bay Company fur trading 
post and now with a new roof 
became the somewhat cramped 
quarters for the rapidly growing 
collection• 
Two years later, with the gener- 
ous help of Una Burris, daughte r 
of pioneer contractor James OoFeb. 14. 1979, remodelling 
Mclntosh, the museum joined th~/ ,'rod building displays completed, 
community library in a remodel- the museum proudly opened its 
led home originally built in 1887. expanded premises tn the public. 
Although the new quarters 
g'ere five times larger than the 
little log cabin, it, too, soon MOCK S'rA'FION 
became overcrowded. Special guests, museum as- 
In 1955, the people of Kam- sociation members, and the pub- 
loops passed a referendum au- lic sipped coffee as they sat on 
thorizing the constractioo f a the bench of the mock railway 
new museum-library building• in statkm, hall" expecting to see the 
1957, the present three-floor steam h)comt)tiv¢ roll out t)f the 
structurewasopenedtothepublie, giant photo-mural. Several fine 
The original log museum had examplesofltorse-pt)wercdtrans- 
been incorporated into the third portation familiar to pioneers 
floor and became a fine example 
of a fur trading post. Muscun| 
displays and the archives vault 
took up the remainder of the third 
floor. The library set up shop on 
the second floor while both 
groups hared store-rooms in the 
basement. • . 
io between helping those 
search out the past and guiding 
groups of students through the 
museum display area, museum 
curator Mary Ball (under the 
eye of the association's history 
committee) produced a handful 
of books on the history of the 
Kamloops area. 
MORE SPACE NEEDED 
As the library and museum 
continued to grow in both stature 
and content, the need for more 
space was again felt. In the' 
summer of 1978, another move 
took place. This time it was the 
library that packed its bboks 
across the parking lot to larger 
quarters(which were destroyed in
a tragic fire earlier this year)• The 
move left the museum and a 
newly formed art gallery group to 
share the building. 
The Kamloops Public Art 
Gallery opened in the basement 
for its first exhibition in October, 
1978, and then renovations began 
on the second floor. 
OORREi)TION 
In the September i2; 1979 edition of the Dally 
Herald the District of Sale Tax Notice ad on page 
ftve ran erroneously. 
2802 Cramer Street should read 2801 
Cramer Street. 
INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTANT 
PRINCE RUPERT 
Wallls, Scott and Rosario, Chartei'ed Accountants, 
have vacancies for experienced accountants whose 
duties will Include preparation of financial statements 
and Income tax returns. 
Renumerat Ion offered will be attractive and Includes 
medlcal,dentalandgroup Insurnnceplans. Relocation 
assistance Is available. 
Interested applicants contact: 
DON SCOTT 
WALLIS, SCOTT, ROSAR IO 
309 Rupert Square 
500 2nd Avenue West 
Prince Rupert, B.C. VaJ 3"1"6 
Phone (6o4) 627-1371 
~;::!~:.:::~:::~:;~;:;~;~;~;~;~;:;:.~.~:~;~;~;~;~;~;~;:;~;~;~;:~;~;~;~;~;~;~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Needed 
COPY 
TYPIST 
This is a permanent full time 
position, Fast and aoourate 
typin| is o neoeseity. 
Exoellent frinll:e benefit=. 
Please phone for an appointment 
end typin| test. 
rl.:itl| ~(:l.;.kl'll ~I ~tl 
dally herald 
li 636.6367 
!~!:~:.:.:::.::~:~:~:::~:~:~:::~:::~:~:~:~:~:::~:~:~:::::~:~::.~..::::::~:::~:::::~:~:~:~:~.~:::::~::~:::~.:.~::.~...~:~:~:~:~:::~:~` 
made up .the remainder of tho 
main display area, 
A large room to the left of the 
main entrance, once the library's 
reading room, has been trans- 
formed into the working world of 
pinneer woln¢o. 
The renov~,tions have resulted 
in a few changes tn the top floor o[ 
the museum as well. Valuable 
artifacts have been brought out ol 
storage to replace those nmved 
into the new displays, while other 
displays have been reorganized tc 
take advantage o.f the increasec 
space• 
Native artifir't~ fimrt part of Karrdmq~s Museum disph(vs. 
'77 GM Van 
'78 F250 Crewcab 
'78 Chev 1/= Ton 
'70 T-Bird 
'78 Pontiac Wgn. 
'78 Chev 4 dr; 
'77 N0va 2 dr. 
'77 Ford Ltd. 
636-2U3 
Evenini[s 635-3870 Ken or Bill 
~::.:::~.;:~:~:~:;:;:~:~:;~;:~;:~:.:;..~;~;~..~:~.~:~:~.:~.~.~.~.:...~.~.~.~.~:~.:.~.~.~.:.:`:.~.:::.~.;~;:~ 
DEPARTMENTOF INDIAN AND 
NORT HE RN AFFAIRS 
G I TA NMAAX WAT E R SU PP LY 
CONTRACT 2 
PRESS URE REDUCING VALVE STATIONS 
INVITIATION TO TENDER 
~aled tenders addressed to the affentlon of Mr. A. 
£hanoss, Band Manager, Gltanmeex Indian Band, end 
marked, Gltanmaax Water Supply, Contract 2 will be 
received at the Department of Indlen end Northern 
Affairs, P.O. Box 227, Hamlton, B.C. until 2:00 p.m., 
local time, on 1 October 1979. 
Plans, Specifications and Tender Forms may be ob. 
tslned by Bone Fide Bidders onlytrom the Department 
d Indian and Northern Affairs, Hazelton nnd the 
Prince George office of Stanley Associates 
Engineering Ltd., on 17 September 1979upon deposit of 
a cart If led cheque In the amount of fifty ($50.00) dollars 
per set. Such deposit shall be returned upon sub- 
mission of a Bona Fide Tender, or upon the return of 
Plans and Specifications In good condition, within one 
week after the opening of Tenders. All Plans end 
Specifications must be returned to the Consulting 
Engineer. 
Plans and Specifications will be lodged with the Prince 
George Construction Association. 
The work to be undertaken Includes the following: 
--The construction of two pressure reducing valve 
stations. 
Each tender must be accompanied hy a bid bond In the 
&mount of 10 percent (ten percent) of the Tnder 
Amount or certified cheque for 10 percent (ten per. 
cent) of the Tender Amount plus a Consent of Surety. 
The Owner reserves the right to relect any or all 
traders or to accept the Tender deemed most 
favoureble in the Interest of the Owner. 
S~ANL[¥/~O(IAT[S INGINIIInNG Lrn 
Stanley Associates Mr. A. Shanoss 
Engineering Ltd. Band Manager 
No.412. 1488 Fourth Avenue Depertmentof Indlafl end 
Prince George, B.C. Northern Affairs 
V2L 4Y2 P.O. Box 227 
R.H. Lloyd, P. Eng. Hazelton, B.C. 
Manager, N.W. Area B.C. V0J 1Y0 
i i  
I 
'75 Bronco '76 Jeep CJ7 '79 Cougar 
"The bigpst stock of used truck par!s 
ie the n0 WeSt .............. 
REOENT ADDITIONS FOR PIRTS 
~:;:::::~:;:.:~:;~::;:;:;:;~;:::;:::.:;:~.;:;::..:;:.:;~.:;~.~;:;:;.:..:;:~:;~;:;:;:::~::..:;.;:;:;~;:-:.:~:.`~:;.;~ 
iI SKB AUTO SALVAGE 
if! 2914 Ka lum St. LTD,  ! 
. .., ,.=~. :~,;~'~-,~,~-;A'~,~'~.,7.;~.i~':~;'-,;~ .~- . . . . .  ~.~ ...... = :.; . . -  I ,.. ,lI.J1 IJ .,.I.,, I ..)... • . 
Meter. Cheaters 
Rewire for God 
By Abigail Van Buren 
, 1979 by Chicago T,*bune.N.Y. News Synd. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: Some years ago I helped one of my tenants 
cheat the electric company by installing a special outlet 
wired ahead of the meter so she could use electricity free. I 
did it because I felt the electric company had treated her un- 
fairly by cutting off her service before giving her enough of 
a chance to pay the money she owed them, then charging her 
an unjust amount to turn it back on, 
She's a poor widow on Social Security. I'm charging her 
about half the rent someone else would be willing to pay. 
This lady got away with about $150 worth of electricity 
before deciding she was even with them, then she asked me 
to restore her meter toits original state, which I did. Now 
she's paying for her electricity like everybody else. 
Her health has been failing lately, and she told me she 
wants to make things right with the Lord before she dies. I 
feel sorry for her and hate to spoil her chances for getting 
into heaven. Also, I don't want to make my own chances any 
worse, which aren't too good to start with. 
Abby, which one of us will be held ~ecountable for the 
stolen electricity come judgment day? And how can we both 
make thfngs right ~vith!*tl!e:-.~',9~?,~!:,i;;,:~i~i;:-;-i: .: ~" I'ILI~ ' ;:" '~ ~  '" : : ' 
= ' :' ': 'l":~" :l ' ~ ll~4['::;' ~ ~01"~IIT,'.~HE'TOWNIN:IOWA 
DEAR OMIT: Come judgment day, you BOTH will be 
held accountable for the stolen electricity. And to make 
things right with the Lord, first you'd better make things 
right with the electric ompany! 
DEAR ABBY: We have two children, an ll.year-old 
daughter and a 9-year-old son. 
They both do well in school and have always been com- 
plimented on their behavior. My husband and I are very 
proud of them and feel we have made a lot of right decisions 
in their upbringing, and one being that they don't get 
in their upbringing, one being that they don't get something 
or do something just because the kid next door does. 
My husband and I disagree when it comes to our daughter 
getting her ears pierced. She's the only one among our 
friends, relatives and neighbors, many of whom are mvch 
younger than she, who hasn't had her ears pierced. 
My husband refuses to let her. He thinks it's a silly idea 
for one so young, and that the only reason she wants her 
ears pierced is because veryone lse has had it done- 
which isn't good enough. It's such a small thing she wants, 
and if ever a little girl deserves omething she wants so 
desperately, she does. . . . . . .  
' We ca'n't agreeonthis, Abby. We want what's best for our 
daughter and will abide by your decision. 
MASS. MOM 
DEAR MOM: The word from here is a piercing yes! 
DEAR ABBY: We have a family problem. Our mother, an 
intelligent woman in all other espects, ismarried to a man 
who does not work. He lives off her money. {Our father left 
her very well off.) 
Our mother's husband has made all her children {grown) 
feel unwelcome in their home. Nothing we can say will make 
mother see the light. She is so in love with this man she 
thinks he can do no wrong. Meanwhile, he lives the life of a 
retired gentleman with mother caring for him as if he were 
royalty. 
We do not feel that it's fair that we should be made to feel 
unwelcome in our mother's home-especially since it was 
provided for her by our father. 
How do you suggest we cope with this? 
JUST PLAIN ANGRY 
DEAR ANGRY: Philosophically. Ask the Lord to grant 
you the serenity to accept the things you cannot change, the 
courage to change the things you can. And the wisdom to 
know the difference. 
Your individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
FOR WEDNESDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 19, 1979 
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)T4 /~ 
Don't let minor stress affect 
work performance, Be 
protective of financial in- 
terests, esp joint assets. Loved 
ones may be erratic. 
TARSUS 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Don't let concern about a 
relationship affect health. You 
may be somewhat nervous 
about romance. Avoid p.m. 
arguments. Watch diet. 
GEMINI ] [ I~  
(May 21 to June 20) 
An unexpected work 
assignment could interfere 
with entertainment plans. 
Avoid tension with co-workers 
and romantic interests. 
CANCER ~i~ 
(June 21 to July 22) . 
Unexpected visitors could 
affect home routine. Children 
prone to do the unexpected. 
Your patience is tested, but 
don't lose cool. 
( Ju ly  23  to  Aug. 
A family member  .may 
surprise you with his 
viewpoints. Agitation about 
money could affect your tone 
of voice. Watch arguments. 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Watch impulsive buying. 
What you purchase on whim 
may not satisfy l~ J the 10~ 
run. Edginess with friends is ~ 
now possible. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) ~=-= a~ 
Buying yourself a present 
may not be the answer to your 
problems. Use self-analysis 
and find out what is vexing 
your spirit. 
SCORPIO ~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Your romantic euriosity is 
stimulated, but thrills may 
only be momentary. W.xpect 
the unexpected in relations 
with others, 
sAGrrr n s 
(Nov. 22 to Doe. 21) 
A romantic tryst may not 
turn out as expected. Be 
discreet. Bide your time ~bout 
a career matter. You may be 
rushing matters. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Someone you meet through 
work turns you on. Be careful 
though sometimes fools rush 
in where angels fear to tread. 
Advisers may disappoint. 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ~. .=~ 
Minor problems may crop 
up re a business deal. Getting 
impatient won't improve 
matters. Downplay eccentric 
behavior. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Don't let children be the 
cause of arguments between 
loved ones. Watch ex- 
travagance and credit card 
buying. Stress harmonY. 
31 
33 
33 
38 Ruins of a 
civilization 
33 Flit about 
ACROSS 40 Hasten • DOWN 
1 House wing 41 Prison I Suffix of 
4 A South 43 Son of ordinal 
Mclean fox Poseidon numbers 
9 Fireplace 45 Shrubby ~ Flower 
projection plant garland 
13 Social event 47 Dancer's 3 Loiter 
13 Prowler cymbals 4 Chemical 
(dial.) 48 Buzz element 
14 Japanese 49Bomhastic 5 Granted 
l ' ~ 54 Mischievous 6 Entire 
15 Long drinks child amount 
17 Black-tailed 55 Heron ? Kind of 
gazelle 50 Mama -- toast 
18 Paddle 57 Dance step 8 Malicious 
19 Annoy 58 Arab vessels burniugs 
~1 Saw 59 Follow 9 Emphasize 
~1 Dye closely 10 Indian 
indigo Avg. solution time. ~ rain. 
Slender 
.finial 
26 Asian IPlAIC ITIEISII~IEITI I INI/ 
festival IA IL IA IR IE IH IE IM10 A 1 
28 Adhere ICIE INIAIT I  I IMIAILIMI~ 
IEIDIEIMIAICIAINITIEIEI 1, 
Clothes I I I AIRrTINIEIC I I 
(colloq.) IMIEISISI I IEIRIEINITI~I'~ 
Female IA IL IE IS IR IO ID IE IR I  I IE 
parent 
Stare 
amorously I S IE~ID IS IH IE IE IL IS I  
7-23 
11 Wild hog 
16 Tend the 
garden 
20 Yugoslav VIP 
21 Greek letter 
Epic poetry 
Athletic 
events 
27 Child's 
game 
29 One.of the 
Muses 
30 Sharp 
3Z To burn 
34 One of the 
Apostles 
37 Breathed 
wearily 
39 Tentative 
sketches 
42 She starred 
in GWTW 
44 Un ter ',he 
weather 
45 Vessel 
46 Cougar 
50 Twelve 
dozen 
(abbr.) 
51 Ancient 
52 To court 
53 Annoy 
pettily 
the IAN~AZING SPIDERMAN 
~EAt~M~ER~'~ 
~rF.R , g~i r  
~E ~ m 
LOCKEP, PON'T 
TALK 1"0 , 
HI % 3~ Li IE 
111.1. Y~XJ 
• i 
Now 6TOP ~ 
ANO I~ ~ 
~-~ 
i=  
o~, 
CATFISH 
What kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars say, read the 
forecast given for your birth 
Sign. 
' 2 3 ~4 l  5 17  ~ .914 1U I 
12 13 
15 16 I 17 
" "  " I I  ~24 t~ 
26 27 39~ 
25 ~ 28 29 30 
CRYPTOQUIP  %23 
PBDZZDTFH RDTXKFR PBTWOZOHL 
OFHDW0 XKPLHOBL 
Saturday's Cryptoquip -- LOCAL DAREDEVIL TRIES TO 
SCALE VERTICAL PRECIPICE. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: X equals M 
The Cryptoquipis a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. SIn.gle letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can gave you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished bytrial and error. 
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By Stan Lee and John Romita 
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the WIZARD oF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
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"Look at your best shirt.". 
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